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Abstract

The increasing availability of digitized biodiversity data worldwide, provided by an increasing
number of sources, and the growing use of those data for a variety of purposes have raised
concerns related to the "fitness for use" of such data and the impact of data quality (DQ)
on outcomes of analyses, reports and decisions making. A consistent approach to assess and
manage DQ is currently critical for biodiversity data users. However, achieving this goal has
been particularly challenging because of the idiosyncrasies inherent to the concept of quality. DQ
assessment and management cannot be suitably carried out if we have not clearly established
the meaning of quality according to the data user’s standpoint. This thesis presents a formal
conceptual framework to support the Biodiversity Informatics (BI) community to consistently
describe the meaning of data “fitness for use”. Principles behind data fitness for use are used to
establish a formal and common ground for the collaborative definition of DQ needs, solutions and
reports useful for DQ assessment and management. Based on the study of the DQ domain and
its contextualization in the BI domain, which involved discussions with experts in DQ and BI in
an iterative process, a comprehensive framework was designed and formalized. The framework
defines eight fundamental concepts and 21 derived concepts, organized into three classes: DQ
Needs, DQ Solutions and DQ Report. The concepts of each class describe, respectively, the
meaning of DQ in a given context, the methods and tools that can serve as solutions for
meeting DQ needs, and reports that present the current status of quality of a data resource. The
formalization of the framework was presented using conceptual maps notation and sets theory
notation. In order to validate the framework, we present a proof of concept based on a case study
conducted at the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard University. The tools FP-Akka
Kurator and the BDQ Toolkit were used in the case study to perform DQ measures, validations
and improvements in a dataset of the Arizona State University Hasbrouck Insect Collection.
The results illustrate how the framework enables data users to assess and manage DQ of
datasets and single records using quality control and quality assurance approaches. The proof of
concept has also shown that the framework is adequately formalized and flexible, and sufficiently
complete for defining DQ needs, solutions and reports in the BI domain. The framework is able
of formalizing human thinking into well-defined components to make it possible sharing and
reusing definitions of DQ in different scenarios, describing and finding DQ tools and services,
and communicating the current status of quality of data in a standardized format among the
stakeholders. In addition, the framework supports the players of that community to join efforts on
the collaborative gathering and developing of the necessary components for the DQ assessment
and management in different contexts. The framework is also the foundation of a Task Group on
Data Quality, under the auspices of the Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) and the
Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) and is being used to help collect user’s needs
on data quality on agrobiodiversity and on species distributed modeling, initially. In future
work, we plan to use the framework to engage the BI community to formalize and share DQ
profiles related to a number of other data usages, to recommend methods, guidelines, protocols,



metadata schemas and controlled vocabulary for supporting data fitness for use assessment
and management in distributed system and data environments. In addition, we plan to build a
platform based on the framework to serve as a common backbone for registering and retrieving
DQ concepts, such as DQ profiles, methods, tools and reports.

Keywords: data quality. information quality. fitness for use. biodiversity informatics. conceptual
framework. quality assurance. quality control. quality assessment.



Resumo

A crescente disponibilização de dados digitalizados sobre a biodiversidade em todo o mundo,
fornecidos por um crescente número de fontes, e o aumento da utilização desses dados para uma
variedade de propósitos, tem gerado preocupações relacionadas a "adequação ao uso" desses
dados e ao impacto da qualidade de dados (QD) sobre resultados de análises, relatórios e
tomada de decisões. Uma abordagem consistente para avaliar e gerenciar a QD é atualmente
crítica para usuários de dados sobre a biodiversidade. No entanto, atingir esse objetivo tem sido
particularmente desafiador devido à idiossincrasia inerente ao conceito de qualidade. A avaliação
e a gestão da QD não podem ser adequadamente realizadas sem definir claramente o significado
de qualidade de acordo com o ponto de vista do usuário dos dados. Esta tese apresenta um
arcabouço conceitual formal para apoiar a comunidade de Informática para Biodiversidade
(IB) a descrever consistentemente o significado de "adequação ao uso" de dados. Princípios
relacionados à adequação ao uso são usados para estabelecer uma base formal e comum para
a definição colaborativa de necessidades, soluções e relatórios de QD úteis para a avaliação e
gestão de QD. Baseado no estudo do domínio de QD e sua contextualização no domínio de IB,
que envolveu discussões com especialistas em QD e IB em um processo iterativo, foi projetado e
formalizado um arcabouço conceitual abrangente. Ele define oito conceitos fundamentais e vinte
e um conceitos derivados organizados em três classes: Necessidades de QD, Soluções de QD e
Relatório de QD. Os conceitos de cada classe descrevem, respectivamente, o significado de QD
em um dado contexto, métodos e ferramentas que podem servir como soluções para atender
necessidades de QD, e relatórios que apresentam o estado atual da qualidade de um recurso
de dado. A formalização do arcabouço foi apresentada usando notação de mapas conceituais e
notação de teoria dos conjuntos. Para a validação do arcabouço, nós apresentamos uma prova
de conceito baseada em um estudo de caso conduzido no Museu de Zoologia Comparativa da
Universidade de Harvard. As ferramentas FP-Akka Kurator e BDQ Toolkit foram usadas no
estudo de caso para realizar medidas, validações e melhorias da QD em um conjunto de dados
da Coleção de Insetos Hasbrouck da Universidade do Estado do Arizona. Os resultados ilustram
como o arcabouço permite a usuários de dados avaliarem e gerenciarem a QD de conjunto de
dados e registros isolados usando as abordagens de controle de qualidade a garantia de qualidade.
A prova de conceito demonstrou que o arcabouço é adequadamente formalizado e flexível, e
suficientemente completo para definir necessidades, soluções e relatórios de QD no domínio da
IB. O arcabouço é capaz de formalizar o pensamento humano em componentes bem definidos
para fazer possível compartilhar e reutilizar definições de QD em diferentes cenários, descrever e
encontrar ferramentas de QD e comunicar o estado atual da qualidade dos dados em um formato
padronizado entre as partes interessadas da comunidade de IB. Além disso, o arcabouço apoia
atores da comunidade de IB a unirem esforços na identificação e desenvolvimento colaborativo de
componentes necessários para a avaliação e gestão da QD. O arcabouço é também o fundamento
de um Grupos de Trabalho em Qualidade de Dados, sob os auspícios do Biodiversity Information
Standard (TDWG) e do Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) e está sendo utilizado para



coletar as necessidades de qualidade de dados de usuários de dados de agrobiodiversidade e de
modelagem de distribuição de espécies, inicialmente. Em trabalhos futuros, planejamos usar
o arcabouço apresentado para engajar a comunidade de IB para formalizar e compartilhar
perfis de QD relacionados a inúmeros outros usos de dados, recomendar métodos, diretrizes,
protocolos, esquemas de metadados e vocabulários controlados para apoiar a avaliação e gestão
da adequação ao uso de dados em ambiente de sistemas e dados distribuídos. Além disso, nós
planejamos construir uma plataforma baseada no arcabouço para servir como uma central
integrada comum para o registro e recuperação de conceitos de QD, tais como perfis, métodos,
ferramentas e relatórios de QD.

Palavras-Chave: qualidade de dados. qualidade de informação. adequação ao uso. informática
para biodiversidade. arcabouço conceitual. garantia de qualidade. controlde de qualidade. avali-
ação da qualidade.
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1 Introduction

This chapter presents the research justification, problem statement, the main and specifics
objectives, the method used to achieve the objectives of this research and the structure of this
document.

1.1 Justification

The Biodiversity Informatics (BI) community has successfully supported initiatives to
capture and digitize standardized biodiversity-related data and to deliver platforms for free
access to biodiversity data integrated from many data providers distributed around the world.

The research field called BI, which aims at applying informatics concepts, techniques
and tools to research and development on biodiversity, has concentrated much effort into the
digitization of standardized biodiversity data, the integration of such data and on making those
data available by means of digital platforms on the Internet for being used in a myriad of usages.
Very few examples of biodiversity data usages are distribution modeling, agrobiodiversity, impact
assessment of environment changes and biodiversity conservation.

However, the increasing amount of freely available data from an also increasing amount
of sources, which may have a different and unclear level of concern with the quality of their
data, has risen interest related to the "fitness for use" of such data. Before using any data, the
data users have to ask if the quality of data is fit for their particular uses, that is, to perform
the Data Quality (DQ) assessment.

Performing DQ assessment became a critical issue in the BI context, specially because
not enough information about the quality of data are provided. It makes difficult to select
subsets of data that are fit for use for different specific purposes. Furthermore, the action of
determining if data are fit for use is highly dependent on the "data use" and considering all the
potential biodiversity data usages for dealing properly with DQ is impractical for the most the
BI initiatives.

In this context, it is evident that any effort aiming at allowing DQ assessment necessarily
requires determining what DQ needs means according to the data user’s perspectives, as
illustrated in the Figure 1. Due to the idiosyncratic nature of the concept of “quality”, it is
essential to understand what means "data fitness for use" according to the data user’s perspective
in order to enable DQ assessment.

Based on a well-defined user’s DQ needs, DQ solutions must be delivered in order to
meet the DQ needs. DQ solutions are everything able to perform DQ measures, validations
or improvements in datasets or single records. The results obtained by DQ solutions must be
reported to data users and their respective providers for assisting them to perform the DQ
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Figure 1: Scenario and main components regarding DQ assessment and management.

Source: Author

assessment and management.

DQ reports, illustrated in Figure 1, are sets of DQ assertions assigned to a dataset or a
single record, generated by DQ solutions according to users’ DQ needs. The DQ report describes
the current status of quality of a dataset or a single record according to the perspectives of
data users. DQ reports contain DQ measures, validations and improvements (recommended
or performed) that enable data users to perform an appropriate DQ assessment and, perhaps,
the selection of a subset of the data from the original dataset that is fit for use, i.e. to perform
the DQ management by the DQ assurance approach. A DQ report can also be used by
data providers to improve their own data based on improvement recommendations or by just
highlighting the current level of quality of their data, that is, to perform DQ management
by the DQ control approach.

Scenario described above, illustrated in the Figure 1, demonstrates that three main
components are necessary to enable the DQ assessment and management in a given context, for
example in BI: user’s DQ needs, DQ solutions that meet user’s DQ needs and DQ reports that
communicate the current status of DQ according to user’s DQ needs.
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Besides DQ assessment and management being a critical issue in the BI context, no
formal model has been proposed yet to define and organize the required concepts for capturing
and formalizing the user’s DQ needs, describing shareable DQ solutions and for generating
standardized DQ reports, focused on the biodiversity DQ assessment and management.

1.2 Problem Statement

It has become essential to tackle DQ in the current scenario of BI, a platform that
biodiversity data users can collaboratively describe what means data with suitable quality for
being used in specific tasks, where such requirements are linked to available solutions that
generate standardized DQ measures, validations and improvements, or that highlights the lack
of solutions for a specific requirement.

The core problem that this research tackle is the lack of conditions for data users to assess
the quality of biodiversity data and determine if the data are fit for their uses. Determining
how much quality a dataset that is available on the Internet has, and judging if such quality is
suitable for the data to be used for a specific purpose, has become one of the most important
and difficult challenges in the current scenario of BI.

Another central problem tackled in this research is DQ management guided by the user’s
DQ needs. Typically, in the BI community context, DQ management (quality improvement) is
mostly driven by "the most common data errors" detection and correction. Highlighting common
errors (e.g. invalid coordinates, misspelling errors, unknown scientific name) in data and trying
to correct them are often the main methods used to deal with biodiversity DQ. That approach
may improve the average quality, however, with no specific target to drive the efforts to make
data fitter for a specific use, the applied efforts may generate scattered results that are not
sufficient to tackle real DQ problems according to data user’s perspective, i.e. no effort might
be applied to real needs and much effort might be applied to solve nonexistent needs, in a given
context.

In order to solve these two central problems, it is necessary to define a common ground
to frame and guide the discussions toward the definition of consistent methods, protocols and
standards which will support building up sharable and efficient tools for the DQ assessment and
management of biodiversity data. In this context, the proposed conceptual framework aims to
define a foundation and a common ground to serve as a guide to a proper DQ assessment and
management in BI context.

1.3 Objective

To propose a comprehensive and formal conceptual framework that defines and organizes
the necessary components to enable DQ assessment and management in the BI context and
evaluate the conceptual framework with a study case in the Museum of Comparative Zoology
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(MCZ) of Harvard University.

1.4 Materials and Method
The presented research problem statement does not allow us to clearly visualize a set of

procedures to propose and test the hypothesis for achieving the research objective. Therefore
it was used an exploratory approach, where a process of probing the problem’s domain was
recurrently applied in order to propose, test and improve potential valid hypothesis and ideas,
always supported by bibliographic references of DQ and BI research areas and in close contact
with domain experts.

The following four main steps define the method used to achieve the objectives of this
research:

1. Problem domain study: Review of the literature regarding DQ, BI and other related
areas, such as Computer Security, Reliability Engineering, Data Science, Statistical Meth-
ods, Statistical Ecological Modeling, Geospatial Modeling, Provenance, among others.
Participation and organization of a number of conferences, symposiums, workshops, meet-
ings, discussions, training, working groups, interchange and research projects on DQ and
BI around the world for strengthening a more comprehensive, precise, and up-to-date
understanding of the real international scenario of DQ in the BI domain. See Appendix
C for more details. Furthermore, as an exploratory research, some activities for a deeper
immersion in the problem domain were performed, such as countless meetings and dis-
cussions with experts of the international community, specially in the TDWG and GBIF
scope, and leading one of the Task Groups of the TDWG/GBIF Biodiversity Data Quality.
In addition, an interchange at the Harvard University was of a great value to discuss, test
and improve the framework and related ideas, working together with experts in BI in the
context of the MCZ and the Kurator project.

2. Conceptual framework design: To identify, organize and define the fundamental and
derived concepts for enabling DQ assessment and management based on the problem
domain study. The conceptual framework definition was guided by the objective of the
research and supported by the problem domain study outcomes. During this phase, an
iterative and incremental approach was used to design, test and improve the conceptual
framework based on DQ principles and different scenarios found during the problem
domain study. This process was performed until achieving a stable, robust and mature
conceptual framework that reaches the objective of this research.

3. Conceptual framework formalization: To represent the conceptual framework using
formal notations. Two formal notations were used to represents the conceptual framework
into a mathematical and a visual representation. To represent mathematically the concepts
and their relationships it was used a sets theory notation (DEVLIN, 1993), presented in
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details in Appendix A. In addition, it was also used a conceptual maps notation to visually
formalize human thinking into a machine-friendly representation (NOVAK; CAÑAS, 2008).

4. Conceptual framework evaluation: To evaluate the conceptual framework by means
of a study case in the MCZ of Harvard University with the participation of experts on
BI and DQ. The study case was conducted in order to evaluate if the components of the
conceptual framework were complete and consistent to enable the DQ assessment and
management in the MCZ of Harvard University, which is the institution responsible for
managing a database about important zoological collections, the MCZbase. In addition,
indirect evaluations were performed by international players of the BI community by
means of several meetings, workshops and discussions during the period of this research.

1.5 Thesis Structure
This document is organized into six chapters:

• Chapter 2 presents an introduction to DQ and BI researches based on the review of the
literature, in order to highlight some relevant facts regarding the problem domain of this
research;

• Chapter 3 describes the fundamental and derived concepts of the conceptual framework
and represents them using conceptual maps;

• Chapter 4 presents and discusses the study case used to evaluate the conceptual frame-
work;

• Chapter 5 discusses the results of this research;

• Chapter 6 concludes with final remarks, contributions and next steps.

In addition, three appendixes complement this thesis:

• Appendix A - Mathematical Formalization: Mathematical formalization of the
conceptual framework using a sets theory notation;

• Appendix B - Study Case (Conceptual Framework Evaluation): Detailed results
of the case study performed in the MCZ of Harvard University;

• Appendix C - List of Activities Related to the Problem Domain Study: A short
list of activities that helped to better understand the problem domain.
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2 Topics on Data Quality and Biodiversity Infor-
matics

This Chapter aims to present relevant facts regarding researches on DQ and BI in order
to contextualize the conceptual framework in those research areas.

2.1 DQ Contextualization
DQ is a subject that permeates most research fields where data are an important asset

for answering questions. Therefore, related researches on DQ, information quality or data fitness
for use have been conducted and applied in a number of domains and under several aspects and
approaches.

In this section, some comprehensive concepts, approaches and methods regarding DQ
are presented to contextualize this research in the DQ research area.

2.1.1 DQ definitions

Quality is widely defined in literature as requirement compliance (CROSBY, 1995 apud
WANG; KON; MADNICK, 1993). To define the meaning of quality, it is essential to deeply
understand the true consumer’s needs and, in addition, find out extra requirements that are
perceived as necessary or desired by consumers but were not previously mentioned by them
(ROSE, 1994).

Another related definition of quality has to do with consumers satisfaction. Whether a
consumer is satisfied with a service or a product, this service or product has the quality to this
consumer. Defining the meaning of quality according to these definitions means gathering and
deeply understanding a set of requirements that affect consumers satisfaction. As illustrated
in Figure 2, the Kano Requirements Model can be used to capture consumers requirements in
order to maximize their satisfaction (MAZUR, 1993; BOLT; MAZUR, 1999)

Kano Requirements Model defines three types of requirements, as described next:

• Normal Requirements: These are stated requirements. The consumers’ satisfaction
increases when this type of requirements is met and it decreases when this type of
requirements is not met.

• Expected Requirements: These are basic requirements which are normally not stated
by consumers because of their triviality. The consumers’ satisfaction remains unchanged
when this type of requirements is met, however when it is not met, consumers satisfaction
is strongly decreased.
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Figure 2: Kano’s model of customer satisfaction.

Source: (SAUERWEIN et al., )

• Exciting Requirements: These are unstated and unexpected requirements which delight
consumers. It is more difficult to find out this type of requirements, but when they are
met, the satisfaction of consumers is strongly increased, but when they are not met, the
satisfaction of consumers remains unchanged.

In order to increase consumers satisfaction, Kano Requirements Model can be used
for gathering the important requirements that will define a product or a service with quality
according to consumers expectations. Accordingly, that definition of quality, usually applied
to product or services, can also be applied to data or information (WANG; KON; MADNICK,
1993).

The framework Total Data Quality Management (TDMQ) supports the thesis that
information must be managed as a product (WANG; STRONG, 1996; WANG et al., 1998;
WANG, 1998; WANG et al., 2003). Table 1 compares the manufacturing process of product and
information.
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Table 1: Product vs. Information manufacturing process

Product Information
Input: Raw Material Raw Data

Process: Assembly Line Information System
Output: Physical Products Information Products

Source: (WANG; ZIAD; LEE, 2001)

Considering the premise that exists an analogy between quality issues in product manu-
facturing and those in information manufacturing, TDQM was designed based on the principles,
guidelines and techniques for product quality of the Total Quality Management (TQM) (WANG;
ZIAD; LEE, 2001). Based on the widely practiced Deming cycle for quality enhancement (Plan,
Do, Check and Act), TDQM defines an analog cyclical process to define important DQ require-
ments, measure the quality according to the defined requirements, analyse the impact of poor
quality and its root causes and improve quality of data in order to meet DQ requirements,
resulting in better quality measures. The TDQM Cycle is illustrated with the Figure 3.

Figure 3: TDQM Cycle.

Source: (ALABRI, 2010)

Another approach for defining DQ is founded on the capacity of the information to
adequately represent conditions of the real world, that is, compliance with the real world (WANG;
KON; MADNICK, 1993). The quality of data created to represent a thing (the most general
class in an ontology; including physical objects, virtual objects, events, collections or any
other abstract or concrete elements)(NOY; MCGUINNESS, 2016), is proportional to how good
(complete, precise, accurate, current, among other DQ dimensions relevant in the context) a
data user is able to represent back the original thing.

Independently of the approach used to define the quality or DQ, most definitions in the
literature consider the idiosyncratic nature inherent to the concept of quality. DQ only can be
determined based on the point of view of data user (STRONG; LEE; WANG, 1997), different
users can have a different perspective of quality about the same data. Accordingly, the most
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accepted and used definition of DQ in the literature is related to fitness for use (STRONG;
LEE; WANG, 1997; WANG; KON; MADNICK, 1993). Data have quality if they are fit for use.

Regarding all the mentioned DQ definitions in the literature, in this thesis, DQ is defined
as fitness for use according to data user’s needs.

2.1.2 Approaches on DQ researches

Most researches on DQ falls into answering these following questions: how to assess
DQ? how to manage DQ? and how does DQ impact organizations? Accordingly, most of DQ
investigations can be classified into three branches: DQ assessment, DQ management and
contextual DQ (GE; HELFERT, 2007).

Research on DQ assessment aims at the measurement, validation and classification of the
quality of data (REDMAN, 2001; HUANG; LEE; WANG, 1999; LEE et al., 2002; PIPINO; LEE;
WANG, 2002; STVILIA et al., 2007). DQ management research aims at the improvement of the
usefulness of data by means of error prevention and correction using quality control or quality
assurance approach (HUANG; LEE; WANG, 1999; WANG, 1998; EPPLER, 2006). Contextual
DQ research aims at the evaluation of the impact of DQ in organizations (CHENGALUR-SMITH;
BALLOU; PAZER, 1999; BERNDT et al., 2001; KAPLAN et al., 1998).

According to the scope of this research, a brief overview of DQ assessment and DQ
management is presented as follows.

2.1.2.1 DQ Assessment

According to Ge and Helfert (GE; HELFERT, 2007), there are three key components
in DQ assessment: DQ problems, DQ dimensions and DQ assessment methodology. In this
context, DQ assessment can be organized into three layers: metric layer, dimension layer and
methodology layer, as illustrated with Figure 4 (GE; HELFERT, 2007).

The metric layer represents DQ problems that degrade the quality of data. The dimension
layer represents the quality aspects of data. The metric layer and the dimension layer are
connected by links between quality dimensions and the problems that degrade the quality of
these dimensions. For example, the problem of incorrect value (in the metric layer) can be linked
to the dimension of accuracy (in dimension layer) because the quality of this dimension may be
degraded by the mentioned problem. The methodology layer contains the DQ assessment models,
frameworks and methodologies to perform the assessment. The methodology layer elements are
linked to a set of dimensions (in dimension layer) (GE; HELFERT, 2007).

A brief description of DQ problem, DQ Dimension and DQ assessment methodology is
presented next.
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Figure 4: DQ assessment layers.

Source: (GE; HELFERT, 2007)

2.1.2.1.1 DQ problem

DQ problems represent the measurable degradation of the quality of data. DQ problems
can be defined as classes of instances of errors or the generalization of similar errors occurrences
that degrades DQ.

DQ problems can be classified according to a two-by-two model, as showed with Table 2.
The columns capture problems from "data perspective" and "user perspective", and the rows
capture problems as "context-independent" and "context-dependent". According to this model,
DQ problems can be classified into four classes, represented by the quadrants of Table 2 (CHEN
et al., 2009).

• Data Perspective/Context-independent quadrant: represent DQ problems in the
database;

• Data Perspective/Context-dependent quadrant: represent DQ problems that vio-
late the business rules;

• User Perspective/Context-independent quadrant: represent DQ problems that may
happen in processing data;

• User Perspective/Context-dependent quadrant: represent DQ problems that may
make data unsuitable to use.

Classifying DQ problems can help choose better methods to resolve each class of problems.
Data perspective problems can be resolved through, for example, data cleansing algorithms,
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Table 2: Classification of DQ problems

Data Perspective User Perspective

Context-
independent

Spelling error The information is inaccessible
Missing data The information is insecure
Duplicate data The information is hardly retrievable
Incorrect value The information is difficult to aggre-

gate
Inconsistent value
Inconsistent data format
Outdated data
Incomplete data format
Syntax violation
Unique value violation
Violation of integrity constraints
Text formatting

Context-
dependent

Violation of domain constraint The information is no based on fact
Violation of organization’s business
rules

The information is of doubtful credi-
bility

Violation of company and govern-
ment regulations

The information presents an impar-
tial view

Violation of constraints provided by
the database administrator

The information is irrelevant to the
work
The information consists of inconsis-
tent meanings
The information is incomplete
The information is compactly repre-
sented
The information is hard to manipu-
late
The information is hard to under-
stand

Source: (GE; HELFERT, 2007)

data mining rules, statistical process control or dictionary matching routines (GE; HELFERT,
2007). User perspective problems often are harder to be resolved by automated processes and
require optimization of resource allocation, analysis of business issues, re-engineering process, or
aligning data flow with manufacturing systems.

2.1.2.1.2 DQ dimension

DQ dimension is a key concept in most DQ researches. Various studies show that DQ
itself is a multi-dimensional concept (DALCIN, 2005; BALLOU; PAZER, 1985; HUANG; LEE;
WANG, 1999; REDMAN, 1996; WAND; WANG, 1996; WANG; STRONG, 1996; GE; HELFERT,
2007). DQ dimensions are measurable attributes of quality. They are used to measure specific
aspects of quality, such as completeness, accuracy, precision, credibility and consistence, for
instance.

In a practical way, DQ dimensions can be considered the opposite of DQ problems, based
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on the premise that data free of defects are considered data with quality (REDMAN, 2001). In
this perspective, a set of selected DQ dimensions should describe what means DQ in a given
context, and a set of selected DQ problems should describe what means lack of DQ in a given
context. In other words, identify and properly define a set of relevant DQ dimensions should
define the meaning of DQ itself in a given context, while identify and define a set of relevant
DQ problems define the opposite of DQ.

Although researches on identifying different sets of dimensions of DQ are being developed
over more than three decades, there is no consensus on an ideal composition set of dimensions
or even definitions for these dimensions. The relevance and the meaning of each dimension can
be perceived differently according to the data use context.

To identify a suitable set of DQ dimension and give a definition for each dimension in a
given context is essential to understand the meaning of DQ. Identification and definition of DQ
dimensions can be conducted using three approaches according to Wang and Strong (WANG;
STRONG, 1996): intuitive, theoretical and empirical, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Definitions of DQ dimensions from different approaches.

Source: (GE; HELFERT, 2007)

Identification of a suitable set of dimensions in a given context using intuitive approach
is centered on the experience of researchers from the application context. Using the theoretical
approach, the DQ dimensions are identified based on the data deficiencies, for example, observing
the inconsistencies between the real-world system and information system. The empirical
approach focuses into identify relevant DQ dimensions based on the data user’s perspective,
selecting a set DQ dimensions that allow evaluating whether data are fit for use (GE; HELFERT,
2007; WANG; STRONG, 1996).

Definition of DQ dimensions using the intuitive approach is performed based on the data
perspective. For instance, Ballou and Pazer (BALLOU; PAZER, 1985) define completeness as
"all values for a certain variable are recorded" (GE; HELFERT, 2007). Using the theoretical
approach, DQ dimensions are defined based on the real-world perspective. For instance, Wand
and Wang (WAND; WANG, 1996) define completeness as "the ability of an information system
to represent every meaningful state of the represented real world-system" (GE; HELFERT,
2007). Empirical approach defines DQ dimensions according to data user’s perspective. For
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instance, Wang and Strong (WANG; STRONG, 1996) define completeness as "the extent to
which data are of sufficient breath, depth, and scope of the task at hand" (GE; HELFERT,
2007).

Select and define relevant DQ dimensions for a given context has been the base in most
research on DQ for allowing data users to assess DQ according to their perspective of quality.

2.1.2.2 DQ assessment methodology

DQ assessment is the deed of judging the status of quality of data in a given context. For
instance, DQ assessment may happen when data users or automated systems run rules to select
a subset of data that have enough quality for a specific use, or when they judge that a specific
record has high quality and another record has low quality, or even when they assign a numeric
value that indicates the level of the overall quality of a record or dataset in a specific context.

At this point, it is important to highlight that DQ assessment is not the same as DQ
measurement. DQ measurement indicates a measure of quality according to a specific DQ
dimension, e.g. coordinates "completeness" of a dataset is equal to 98%. DQ assessment, often
uses DQ measures in the process of judgment of quality, but others aspects beyond DQ measures
can be taken into account for the assessment. In fact, DQ assessment can be performed in two
ways: objectively or subjectively (PIPINO; LEE; WANG, 2002).

Objective assessment reveals clearly the extent to which information conforms to quality
specification and references (e.i. comparing the current data value with the optimal data value).
This approach can use software and strict rules (defined by the data users) to perform automated
or semi-automated DQ assessment.

Subjective assessment happens when data users believe that some data have enough
quality to be used, mostly based on their needs and experience. This approach may use measuring
instruments, data provenance information or other complementary metadata (LEE; STRONG,
2003), but it may also be entirely based on the data user intuition and knowledge regarding
the data and the context of use (GE; HELFERT, 2007). This approach can not be automated,
which can lead to an unpractical use of time and specialized human resources; in addition, it
may generate inconsistent results, where the assessment of a data user is different from the
assessment of another data user.

Several DQ assessment methodologies have been proposed using objective, subjective
or even a combination of both DQ assessment approaches (REDMAN, 1996; HUANG; LEE;
WANG, 1999; LEE et al., 2002; PIPINO; LEE; WANG, 2002; STVILIA et al., 2007; GE;
HELFERT, 2007). Usually, these methodologies define processes to identify and define DQ
dimensions and propose or use tools and models for specific or general uses and for practical or
theoretical applications.

In this context, this research does not intend to propose a complete methodology for
tackling DQ. It proposes a conceptual framework that considers and uses relevant concepts used
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in DQ researches to guide thinking into a consistent way of gathering, defining and organizing
the necessary components for enabling data users to assess DQ in a globally distributed data
scope.

2.1.2.3 DQ Management

The overall aim of DQ management is to improve DQ, that is, make data fitter for
use. Considering that the meaning of DQ and the current status of quality of particular data
come from the DQ assessment outcomes, it is critical the DQ management be founded on DQ
assessment (EPPLER, 2006). Management uses assessment outcomes as indicators for acting
toward DQ improvement according to data user point of view, in order to obtain further better
assessment outcomes in a virtuous circle.

Total Data Quality Management (TDQM), a comprehensive and structured approach
to organizational management to improve the quality, is strongly based on DQ assessment
outcomes (SearchCIO, 2005; WANG, 1998; LEE, 2006). In this method, analyses, which can be
interpreted as DQ assessment outcomes, are used to improve DQ. Analyze are defined according
to the relevant measures, which are based on dimensions defined according to DQ needs. As
illustrated in Figure 6, this DQ management method encompasses not only the management
itself, but DQ assessment related activities are embedded in the greater part of the cycle (define,
measure and analyze).

Figure 6: DQ assessment in TDQM.

Source: Author

Another approach uses data associated with the knowledge of the process (know-what,
know-how, know-why) to improve DQ (KNORR-CETINA, 1981 apud LEE; STRONG, 2003).
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This approach is supported by the confirmed hypothesis that declares that knowledge generally
reflects in data working performance (data production, data maintenance and data use), i.e.
better knowledge will produce better data (LEE; STRONG, 2003).

In the literature we can find a wide range of approaches, principles, methods and
guidelines used for DQ management. In several of these researches two basic fundamental
concepts are implicitly or explicitly considered for DQ improvement: DQ control and DQ
assurance (DALCIN, 2005; MCGILVRAY, 2008; VEIGA; SARAIVA; CARTOLANO, 2012;
VEIGA; SARAIVA; CARTOLANO, 2014).

DQ control focuses effort on reducing the problems that cause quality degradation in
the relevant DQ dimensions by preventing error, correcting error or recommending correction
(MCGILVRAY, 2008). With DQ control, no data are discarded but it can not be assured that
data will have suitable quality for a specific use, but it will try to improve the quality as better
as it is feasible and, as result, data might achieve suitable quality for other different specific
uses.

DQ assurance intends to assure that the available data have enough quality to be used
according to data user’s criteria. This approach accepts only data that are considered fit for use
according to the DQ assessment and disregards unsuitable data for use. Figure 7 illustrates DQ
control and DQ assurance.

Another principle used in products and services quality management which is applicable
to DQ management is that DQ improvement can be performed by preventing problems or
correcting problems (DALCIN, 2005). As in products and services quality management, it is
highly recommended to try to prevent problems whenever it is feasible and correct only when it
was not feasible. Indeed, prevention is considered superior to correction, since correction involves
errors detection, which is often costly and can not guarantee success on the detection stage or
even on the correction stage itself (DALCIN, 2005).

It is highly important to improve DQ, however, seek correcting common errors without
a solid foundation on the DQ assessment, can lead to impaired efficiency of DQ management,
since the improvement efforts may not be aligned with the real DQ needs of data users.

2.2 BI Contextualization

It is notable that the concept of diversity is important in many areas of biology (MACLAU-
RIN; STERELNY, 2008). But the term "biodiversity" comes particularly from conservation
biology area. "Biodiversity" was coined in 1985 by Walter G. Rosen for the conference "The
National Forum on BioDiversity" (HARPER; HAWKSWORTH, 1994 apud MACLAURIN;
STERELNY, 2008). Its proceedings were edited by Edward O. Wilson, the same author of the
seminal book The Diversity of Life written in 1992 (WILSON; REEDER, 1992). The aim of
this book was to highlight the serious consequences of species loss, in particular to the loss of
species caused by human activity.
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Figure 7: DQ Control vs DQ Assurance.
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An important contribution of Wilson’s work is the concern with the number of different
species. However, the biodiversity is not only comprised of the species number. Biodiversity can
be defined as the variability among living organisms from all sources, such as, terrestrial, marine
and other aquatics ecosystems, and the ecological complex which they depend on, including
diversity among species, inter-species and ecosystems (RASHID et al., 2003; STEINHAGE,
2003; CDB, ).

The use of biodiversity information is critical for decision-making in a wide range of
domains (CANHOS et al., 2004). There is an increasing demand for understanding and solving
complex environmental problems (SARAIVA; CANHOS, 2012). Similarly, as the development
of capacity to forecast climatic events increase, it is also necessary to develop the capacity to
forecast ecological impact based on changes, such as climatic changes and population growth.

To achieve such goal, it is essential, in order to perform comprehensive and useful analysis,
to access and use integrated biodiversity information in a broad geographical and temporal
scope, coming from different data sources and associated to additional information such as
data about ecosystem and climate global changes, carbon life cycle and abiotic data, such as
precipitation, humidity, temperature, among others (CANHOS et al., 2004).

In this context, the fledgling field of BI has joined biologists and computer scientists to
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pull together, in a rising tide of coherence and organization, the major advances in globalization
and interoperability of biodiversity information resources (BISBY, 2000).

BI is the application of computing concepts, techniques and tools to biodiversity infor-
mation for improved capture, cleaning, management, improvement, analysis and interpretation
in a global extent. Biodiversity information encompasses a wide extent of types of data, such
as morphological data, genomic data, geospatial data, taxonomic data, nomenclatural data,
environmental data and so long (PETERSON, 2014).

In this range of types of biodiversity information, the called "primary data" have been
one of the most worked data in the BI community, since it supposes to offer information without
subjectivity, assumptions, interpretations, or information loss. These characteristics allow data
to be used for a wide range of purposes and, as result, "secondary data" may be generated, which
involves analysis, interpretations and assumptions. Primary biodiversity data describe a specific
taxon at a specific place and at a specific time with appropriate documentation (PETERSON,
2014; CHAPMAN, 2005b).

In order to enable interoperability and sharing of primary biodiversity data derived from
a myriad sources stored in various format on many distinct platform around the world, Darwin
Core was proposed in 1999 as a loosely defined set of terms and progressed through several
iterations until it reached sufficient maturity and convergence in the BI community to be ratified
as a standard by Biodiversity Information Standard (TDWG) in October 2009.

The Darwin Core standard, derived from previous standards work (e.g., Dublin Core),
describes core sets of characteristics of biodiversity, such as location and taxonomic core sets,
which are applicable in many biological domains, such as Paleontology and Botany, as illustrated
with Figure 8 (WIECZOREK et al., 2012). In addition, this standard can be extended to cover
details of specific sub-disciplines, such as Genetic Resources, Herbaria, Taxonomic Checklists.

With this standard and many other efforts of the BI community, specially those ones
involved with TDWG, several organizations were able to consistently achieve success on capturing,
digitizing, managing, integrating, sharing and analyzing standardized biodiversity data.

One of the outstanding organizations in the context of BI is the Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (GBIF), which currently indexes more than 600 million Darwin Core-
formatted records published by more than 800 organizations from 54 countries.

The integration of data from a number of institutions and the subsequent publishing of
those data brought to light many gaps in quality that previously were not evident. Currently,
this is a critical issue and a great challenge to be tackled (HOBERN et al., 2013).

Despite the success of making primary biodiversity data digitally available, the quality
of part of such data is so poor that makes unpractical the use of them. And the part of data
that have a rich quality is not easily distinguished from data that have a poor quality rendering
those rich quality data unreachable, lost and mixed in poor quality data. Researches show that
quality of many of the data being available is currently not satisfactory for many of the desired
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Figure 8: Scope of Darwin Core standard.

Source: (WIECZOREK et al., 2012)

purposes such as conservation and sustainable a distribution modeling, crop wild relatives and
agrobiodiversity (BECK et al., 2014; MALDONADO et al., 2015).

For over many years several ideas for determining DQ and consequent fitness for use have
been proposed and put into practice. For example, in 2005, GBIF commissioned the publication
of manuals on DQ and data cleaning (CHAPMAN, 2005b; CHAPMAN, 2005a) in an attempt to
inform and educate institutions on the importance of DQ and its relationship to fitness for use
and to provide a range of methodologies that could be used to improve the quality of data in
their institutions. Also in 2005, another seminal research on DQ applied to taxonomic database
was published (DALCIN, 2005)

The evident concern with DQ has triggered effort also in the development of many
tools to address DQ in different organizations; for very few examples see (VEIGA; SARAIVA;
CARTOLANO, 2014; VEIGA; SARAIVA; CARTOLANO, 2012; DOU et al., 2012; ALA, 2012;
CHAPMAN, 2004; OTEGUI et al., 2013).

However, to date, no consistent framework has been developed for assessing biodiversity
DQ or documenting that quality; thus, it is difficult for users of biodiversity data to adequately
compare the quality of one dataset to another and determine its fitness for use.
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In this context, with the multiplicity of efforts and approaches raised to tackle DQ issues
in BI community, it became evident the need for a common ground when speaking about DQ.
What does quality mean? How is quality addressed by each institution or researcher? Which are
processing techniques and tools used to accomplish certain quality characteristics? For which
purposes? What are the results?

It is important that these and many other questions be asked and answered according to
a common understanding of the underlying concepts they embed. It is necessary to engage a
truly global collaborative effort that is founded on a common, comprehensive and consistent
understanding of DQ and related principles in order to make the available biodiversity data
properly assessable and manageable and to communicate stakeholders the status of quality of
data with clarity and objectiveness.

In order to fill this gap, GBIF joined effort with TDWG to create the Biodiversity Data
Quality Interest Group (BDQ-IG). In the BDQ-IG scope, three task groups were created. Task
Group (TG) 1 was created based on the partial results of this research. TG1 aims to develop
a conceptual framework that serves as a common ground for a collaborative development of
solutions (encompassing tools, policies and concepts) for DQ assessment and management
(BDQIG, 2015). TG 2 addresses tools as DQ solutions and TG 3 addresses use cases as DQ
needs, both based on the conceptual framework proposed in this research.

2.3 Chapter Final Remarks

DQ is a subject that permeates most research fields where data are an important asset
for answering questions. BI is one of these intensive research fields. Biodiversity quality data are
defined in this thesis as fitness for use according to data user’s point of view.

To determine data fitness for use in a given context, DQ assessment must be performed.
Founded mostly on DQ dimensions, which are used to define and measure DQ, (or their opposite,
e.i. DQ problems) data fitness for use can be assessed objectively and subjectively according to
data user’s perspective.

Based on the DQ assessment specifications and outcomes, the quality of data can be
improved using DQ control and DQ assurance approaches of DQ management, by preventing
error, correcting error or recommending corrections, in order to reduce the problems that degrade
quality of the relevant DQ dimensions.

In BI research field, one of the current most challenging issues is the DQ assessment,
and consequently, an appropriate and efficient DQ management. Due to the idiosyncrasy of
the concept of DQ and the variety of types of biodiversity data and potential uses for them,
it is difficult to define the meaning of DQ and how to allow the appropriate assessment and
management in a global and distributed environment.

Next chapter presents a conceptual framework proposed to support the BI community
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to define and organize the meaning of DQ and use these components to assess and manage DQ.

This conceptual framework formalizes human thinking into machine-friendly mind maps
and makes it possible to communicate and reuse formalized needs and solutions among data
user communities, data curators, and other stakeholders.

The framework developed in this document provides a context for describing biodiversity
data quality, allowing users to make an informed assessment of DQ and its subsequent fitness for
their use as well as allowing institutional assessment of DQ for management and improvement.
This framework will provide a common ground for the collaborative development of solutions
for DQ assessment and management based on data fitness for use principles.

The framework is the foundation for a joint DQ interest group (BDQIG, 2015) that
TDWG and GBIF have established to serve as a common ground for a collaborative development
of solutions for the BI stakeholders.
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3 Conceptual Framework

The proposed conceptual framework is comprehensive and involves a number of inter-
dependent concepts and relationships that may be seen complex at the first read. For that
reason, we present the framework using conceptual maps to illustrate the concepts and their
relationships, in an attempt to mitigate the inherent complexity of the framework (NOVAK;
CAÑAS, 2008). In Appendix A we use a mathematical notation to formalize the framework
concepts. In Appendix B we provide some practical examples for a better understanding of how
the framework can be used in a more practical way.

A conceptual framework can be defined as the way ideas are organized to achieve a
research project’s purpose (SHIELDS; RANGARJAN, 2013). This framework was designed to
support the BI community to collaboratively reuse and design solutions for allowing data users
to assess and manage the fitness for use of biodiversity data. Not included in the framework,
although supported by it, is the design, development, and application of DQ software and
processes.

In this sense, our understanding of "assessment" is the deed performed by data users or
curators to judge the extent of the fitness for use of data (single record or dataset) for some
specific purpose (PIPINO; LEE; WANG, 2002), and "management" is the deed performed by any
actor (software, people, institution) to improve DQ to make data fitter for use for a wider range
of uses (LEE, 2006). Loosely, DQ assessment involves, for instance, a data consumer selects
a subset of records that conforms to that consumer’s data fitness needs; while data quality
management involves, for instance, making quality improvements to increase the fitness of the
data for some specific usage.

The conceptual framework is composed of eight fundamental concepts and twenty-one
derived concepts, which are composed of the relationships among the fundamental and other
derived concepts, as illustrated in Figure 9. For example, the fundamental concepts Criteria (e.g.
data must be in an acceptable format), Information Element (e.g. event date), and Resource
Type (e.g. single record) are combined into the derived concept Contextualized Criteria (e.g.
event date values of single records must follow the ISO 8601 standard format).

Figure 9: Relationships between the fundamental and derived concepts.

Source: Author
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There are three classes of concepts: concepts concerning DQ Needs (colored in light yellow
in the following figures), concepts concerning DQ Solutions (in blue) and concepts concerning
DQ Report (in light green), as illustrated in Figure 10. The small squares with two arrows
inside, attached to the concepts, represents, in this conceptual map notation, that the concept
may encompass other inner concepts (NOVAK; CAÑAS, 2008).

The DQ Needs class covers fundamental and derived concepts related to DQ requirements
in a context delimited by the concept Use Case (see Section 3.1.1.1). The DQ Needs concepts
describe how data must be addressed to enable the assessment and management of fitness for
use of data according to a particular context.

The DQ Solutions class covers fundamental and derived concepts related to the methods
and artifacts to enforce the compliance of DQ Needs. Therefore, DQ Solutions concepts define
methods, tools and any other resource used to meet DQ Needs.

The DQ Report class covers fundamental and derived concepts related to outcomes of ap-
plying DQ Solutions to a specific data resource (a single record or a dataset) (see Section 3.1.3.1).
Therefore, this class encompasses concepts related to assertions generated by the processing of a
data resource, i.e., a DQ validation assertion, measurement assertion or improvement assertion.
A selected set of assertions should enable data users to assess and manage the fitness of the
data resource for a particular use.

Splitting the concepts into these three classes is convenient. It allows users to gather
their DQ requirements within the DQ Needs concepts, whereas developers can catalog available
DQ tools with the DQ Solutions concepts. These two efforts can be conducted incrementally
and separately to avoid dependency between them. This process promotes a synergy between
them because both concept classes are linked and compatible. The DQ Report concepts map the
assertions generated when DQ Solution are applied to data to comply with DQ Needs, which
will enable fitness for use assessment and management.

Figure 10: Classes of concepts.

Source: Author
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Those concepts will be described below in two subsections: fundamental concepts and
derived concepts.

3.1 Fundamental Concepts
Fundamental concepts define elements with an independent meaning, that is, the defini-

tion of fundamental concepts instances are independent of relationships. This enables to foster
the reuse of these concepts for different purposes and contexts.

The fundamental concepts and their relationships are represented by the conceptual map
illustrated in Figure 11. The fundamental concepts are represented in dark-yellow boxes with
rounded edges. Some fundamental concepts have certain properties (represented by light gray
boxes with straight edges), e.g., Usages and Resource Type.

Each concept is in a higher-level box: light-yellow, blue or light-green, which represents
the DQ Needs, DQ Solutions and DQ Report classes, respectively.

Figure 11: Conceptual map of fundamental concepts.

Source: Author
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We now briefly describe the meaning of these fundamental concepts and present some
examples in the BI context.

3.1.1 DQ Needs

The following concepts belong to the class DQ Needs, which means they are used to
describe DQ requirements according to data consumers.

3.1.1.1 Use Case

By definition, DQ is related to data fitness for use (CHRISMAN, 1983). Therefore, it
is necessary to clearly define what the uses are and what is meant by fitness in those data.
A Use Case defines a scope delimitation concerning DQ Needs. This scope defines which DQ
features data must be fit for use in a specific Use Case context. Each Use Case is composed
of one or more specific Usages. These Usages represent specific tasks performed with data by
data users, e.g., to generate a distribution model for the wild bee Tetragonisca angustula s.l. in
Brazil.

Every attempt to assess and manage fitness for use should be guided by the data Usages
described in a Use Case. The Use Case must be used as a reference to define any effort regarding
DQ, including aspects such as DQ measurement, validation and improvement.

To define a Use Case in an institutional context, for instance, it is necessary to map
stakeholders who handle data (collect, manipulate, use) and to list the Usages performed by
them for each identified user. Based on the usages identified, a Use Case can be created by
grouping usages based on the similarity of the input and output of the usages in the list.

For example, in a given institution context, a Use Case for "geospatial analysis" purposes
could be defined based on the Usages: "niche modeling of honey bees in Brazil", "distribution
modeling of Apis mellifera for forecasting their distribution in southeast Brazil in year 2050",
and "geostatistical analysis of Brazilian flora", as illustrated with Figure 12. In this context, DQ
assessment and management could be performed to meet DQ requirements of these Usages,
represented by the Use Case "geospatial analysis". See the Mathematical Formalization Intro-
duction and Mathematical Formalization A in Appendix A and some related examples in Tables
A, B and H in Appendix B for details.

3.1.1.2 Information Element

An Information Element (IE) is an abstraction that represents a relevant content in the
Use Case context. An IE can be a single element or a set of elements that may represent an
event, an object, an abstract data concept such as a GUID (Global Unique Identifier), or an
entity of the real world, and has some importance in a data use context.

It can be classified as a single IE or a composed IE. For example, "decimal latitude"
could be a single IE that represents, in decimal degrees, the position from the Equator to the
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Figure 12: Example of a Use Case based on three related Usages.

Source: Author

north (positive values) or to the south (negative values) with valid values between -90 and
90, inclusive. "decimal coordinates" could be a composed IE that comprises decimal latitude,
decimal longitude, Datum and uncertainty in meters, which represent the a specific position on
the surface of the Earth using decimal degrees (CHAPMAN; WIECZOREK, 2006).

There is a subset of IE that is required for each usage; therefore, this subset should be
the target of DQ efforts, either for quality measurement, validation or improvement. See the
Mathematical Formalization Introduction in Appendix A and examples in Table C in Appendix
B for details.

3.1.1.3 DQ Dimension

DQ is a multidimensional concept, that is, the DQ concept is defined by a set of Dimen-
sions that describes important quality aspects in some context (DALCIN, 2005; MCGILVRAY,
2008; WANG; REDDY; KON, 1995; STRONG; LEE; WANG, 1997). Dimensions are measurable
quality aspects of data (WANG; STRONG, 1996). When the quality of some data is measured,
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a set of Dimensions is used to obtain this quality measurement. For example, in a given context,
data with high quality could mean data that are complete, precise, credible and accurate, so in
this context, the quality of data will be proportional to the measure of those DQ dimensions.

The relevance of a dimension for a specific purpose is relative (DALCIN, 2005; MCGILVRAY,
2008). In the mentioned example, DQ could be considered poor if the most important dimension
was the timeliness and the measure for timeliness was considered low.

There are a number of classical DQ dimensions cited in the literature that can be used
as reference (ASKHAM et al., 2013; WAND; WANG, 1996; FOX; LEVITIN; REDMAN, 1994;
CAI; ZHU, 2015), but any measurable attribute useful for measuring the quality of data in
the context of a Use Case can be adopted as a DQ Dimension. For reference, we can present
some of the commonly accepted and widely used DQ Dimensions, such as: timeliness, credibility,
accuracy, consistency, integrity, completeness, readability, fitness, accessibility, precision and
believability (CAI; ZHU, 2015). See the Mathematical Formalization Introduction in Appendix
A and examples in Table D in Appendix B for details.

3.1.1.4 DQ Criterion

A Criterion is a statement that describes principles or standards under which data are
judged regarding quality. This concept is used to perform three types of validation:

• Error detection: Validates whether data instances are correct;

– Ex.: "Decimal latitude must be between -90 and 90 degrees."

– Ex.: "Coordinates of a record must be consistent with the country."

• Acceptable measure requirement: Validates whether the measurement of a Dimension
is acceptable;

– Ex.: "Measure of the completeness of point coordinates in a dataset (dimension) must
be greater than 90%."

• Compliance with business requirement: Validates whether data meets some business
requirement.

– Ex.: "Scientific name must be in the national species checklist."

A set of Criteria must describe how data should be presented to meet the DQ needs of
a particular Use Case. See the Mathematical Formalization Introduction in Appendix A and
examples in Table E in Appendix B for details.
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3.1.1.5 DQ Enhancement

Enhancements are statements that describe activities required to improve DQ. An
Enhancement can be a description of a procedure, tool, software, equipment, protocol, a best
practice or anything that can be used to improve DQ. There are four types of Enhancements:

• Prevention: for preventing incidents (errors);

– Ex.: "Suggest similar and valid scientific names while typing."

• Correction: for correcting errors;

– Ex.: "Correct taxon name based on the most similar name according to a nomenclat-
ural authority."

• Recommendation: for recommending corrections.

– Ex.: "Recommending coordinates based on the locality description."

• Enrichment: for enriching the data.

– Ex.: "Associate known distribution maps and pictures of species to correspondent
species occurrences."

An Enhancement can be classified into multiple types; for example, an Enhancement
could be designed to prevent errors by recommending correct values; this features a prevention
and a recommendation Enhancement simultaneously. See the Mathematical Formalization
Introduction in Appendix A and examples in Table F in Appendix B for details.

3.1.2 DQ Solutions

The fundamental concepts below belong to the class DQ Solutions. These concepts are
used to describe how to proceed to comply with DQ Needs.

3.1.2.1 Specification

Specifications are statements used to describe, in a formal or informal way, how to
perform DQ measurement, validation and improvement. Specifications can be highly formal,
using any of several formal languages defined for that purpose, or can also be informal, using, for
example, natural languages to describe how to proceed (BISHOP, 2003). Dimensions, Criteria and
Enhancements can be addressed in several ways. For example, the same "precision" Dimension
could be measured using a numerical or a statistical approach; the Criterion "Scientific name
must be able to be related to a nomenclatural act" could be validated using several different
string similarity algorithms and parameters; and the Enhancement "Fill taxonomic hierarchy
based on the most specific name" could be performed using a number of different taxonomic
authority sources.
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Thus, the concept Specification describes the method, technique or algorithm used to
obtain the value of the DQ measurement, validation or improvement. See the Mathematical
Formalization Introduction in Appendix A and examples in Table S in Appendix B for details.

3.1.2.2 Mechanism

A Mechanism can be software, hardware, a technique, a method, a procedure, a tool, a
best practice or any other artifact that implements one or more Specifications to perform a DQ
measure, validation or improvement. A Mechanism generates the values for the measurements,
validations and improvements, called DQ Assertions.

Critical for understanding the conceptual framework is the distinction among Criterion,
Dimension and Enhancement, and Mechanisms. Dimension, Criterion and Enhancement are
statements that describe DQ Needs for a given context, concerning measurement, validation and
improvement, respectively. Mechanisms are technical or nontechnical artifacts used to enforce
compliance with the DQ Needs, which will indeed execute the measurement, validation and
improvement (BISHOP, 2003).

There are two types of Mechanism based on its coverage:

• Broad: implements multiple Specifications.

– Ex.: DwC-A Validator 2.0 is software that implements several DQ Specifications of
validation and improvement (GBIF, 2015a). DwC-A Validator 2.0 could be considered
a Broad Mechanism.

• Precise: implements a single Specification.

– Ex.: A specific Web Service from Google Maps Application Programming Interface
(API) could be a precise Mechanism designed to implement a specific improvement
Specification that recommends the country name according to coordinates.

In some cases, we use more than one Mechanism to implement a Specification. To
take advantage of reuse, we can define Mechanisms that depend on (or use) other existing
Mechanisms.

For instance, a Specification for "validating coordinates" defines that latitude and longi-
tude must be numbers, not empty, must not have invalid characters and must be in the correct
range. In this case, we could implement a Mechanism that uses five other Mechanisms: (1)
Check whether it is a number; (2) Check whether it is not empty; (3) Check whether it is free
from invalid characters; (4) Check whether Latitude is in the range; and (5) Check whether
Longitude is in the range.

Reusing existing mechanisms wherever possible is strongly encouraged to avoid duplica-
tion of effort. See the Mathematical Formalization Introduction in Appendix A and examples in
Table T in Appendix B for details.
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3.1.3 DQ Report

The following concept belongs to the class DQ Report. From the perspective of funda-
mental concepts, there is only one fundamental concept: Data Resource. This concept is the
target of the DQ Solution concept. Any assertion about DQ that helps users assess and manage
the fitness for use is assigned to a Data Resource.

3.1.3.1 Data Resource

Data Resource is an instance of data. This concept represents the data that have their
quality measured, validated and improved. In the context of this research, Data Resources have
three properties: Persistent Identifier, Resource Type and Value.

The Persistent Identifier is a global, unique and persistent identifier of the Data Resource,
such as DOI, LSID, or URL (RICHARDS et al., 2011).

Resources Type, in the context of this research, can be "Single Record" or "Dataset". This
property is important because it affects the method for measuring, validating and improving a
Data Resource. For example, Coordinates Completeness of a "Single Record" could be measured
qualitatively, checking whether the Latitude and Longitude of the record are filled or not, whereas
the Coordinates Completeness of a "Dataset" could be measured quantitatively, measuring the
proportion of Latitude and Longitude of all records of a dataset that are filled. Both measurements
are for Coordinates Completeness, but they are measured in different ways due to the different
Resource Type. In the context of this research, a single record may refer to a database tuple in
the strict sense, that is, a row in a concrete table, or to a row in a flattened view or query across
several related tables. Likewise, structured (e.g. Star Schema) DarwinCore representations of an
Occurrence (e.g. an Occurrence with a determination history comprising a current identification
and 5 previous identifications), are referred to here as a “Single Record”, even though it is
composed of several records of structured data.

Value is the property that describes the content of the Data Resource. For example, it
could be the content of a DarwinCore record that describes a single species occurrence or an
entire dataset with records of a checklist of plants of a specific country. See the Mathematical
Formalization Introduction and the Mathematical Formalization B in Appendix A and examples
in Tables G and Z in Appendix B for details.

3.2 Derived Concepts

Derived concepts are defined by relationships between fundamental concepts or other
derived concepts. These relationships define new concepts, e.g., "Valuable IE" is a derived concept
that is composed of a subset of "IE" that is relevant (valuable) for a specific "Use Case".

To represent each derived concept, we use a conceptual map representation, where dark-
green boxes represent Derived Concepts and dark-yellow boxes represent Fundamental Concepts.
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The higher-level box represents the class to which the derived concept belongs (light-yellow for
DQ Needs, blue for DQ Solutions and light-green for DQ Report).

3.2.1 DQ Needs

The following derived concepts belong to the class DQ Needs. These derived concepts
are used to describe DQ Needs according to data users.

3.2.1.1 Valuable IE

Valuable IE is a derived concept defined by a subset of IE that is valuable for the purposes
of a particular Use Case, as illustrated in Figure 13. Each Use Case should have a definition of
Valuable IE that represents the information that must have an appropriate level of quality to
be fit for use in the context of the referred Use Case. Valuable IE represents the IE that are the
targets of the fitness for use assessment and management in the context of a given Use Case.

Figure 13: Conceptual map of the derived concept Valuable IE.

Source: Author

For instance, a Use Case "Niche Modeling" could define as Valuable IE two IEs: "Coordi-
nates" and "Taxon Name", which indicates that for Niche Modeling purposes, Coordinates and
Taxon Name must be fit for use.

See the Mathematical Formalization C in Appendix A and examples in Table I in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.2 Contextualized Dimension

The same fundamental Dimension can have different meanings when it is related to dif-
ferent IEs. For example, "coordinate precision" and "taxon precision" have the same fundamental
Dimension (precision), however, when they are associated to different IEs (coordinates and
taxon) the meaning of "precision" changes. For instance, the fundamental Dimension "precision"
could be defined as "the granularity or resolution of data", but when it is associated with the IE
"coordinates", the meaning of "precision" could be "the number of significant digits of coordinates"
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and when it is associated to the IE “taxon”, the meaning of "precision" could be "the taxon
rank level".

The Resource Type can also modify the meaning and the way of measuring a fundamental
Dimension. For example, "coordinate completeness of single records" could mean that all of the
latitude, longitude, and datum fields have their values filled (qualitative measurement) in the
record and "coordinate completeness of datasets" could mean the proportion of records with all
of latitude, longitude, and datum that have their values filled (quantitative measurement).

Contextualized Dimension is a composition of a fundamental Dimension with an IE that
this Dimension measures and the type of resource that the Dimension measures (dataset or
single record), as illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Conceptual map related to the Contextualized Dimension.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization D in Appendix A and examples in Table J in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.3 Contextualized Criterion

Similarly to Dimensions, Criteria can also have different meanings and be validated
differently according to the IE and Resource Type. Therefore, the Contextualized Criterion is
a composition of a fundamental Criterion with an IE and a type of resource that it validates,
as illustrated in Figure 15. For example, the fundamental Criterion "Human uncertainty must
be assigned to data" could be used to define a Contextualized Criterion based on the Taxon
Verification Status defined on pages 21-24 of (CHAPMAN, 2005b) to assign an uncertainty
measure to the IE "Taxon Information" of Single Records; or with the same fundamental
Criterion, another Contextualized Criterion could be defined based on a point-radius method
to estimate the uncertainty in meters of the IE "Coordinates" of Single Records, according to
(ALA, 2012).

s
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Figure 15: Conceptual map related to Contextualized Criterion.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization E in Appendix A and examples in Table K in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.4 Acceptable DQ Measure

A Contextualized Criterion may define an acceptable measure for a Contextualized
Dimension. For example, the Contextualized Criterion "Datasets must have at least 90% of
Completed Coordinates" could use the Contextualized Dimension "Coordinates Completeness
of Dataset" to validate whether the dataset has an Acceptable DQ Measure. Acceptable DQ
Measure is defined according to the relationship illustrated in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Conceptual map related to the Acceptable DQ Measure derived concept.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization F in Appendix A and examples in Table L in
Appendix B for details.
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3.2.1.5 Contextualized Enhancement

Similar to Dimensions and Criteria, the Enhancement can have different meanings and
the procedure to improve DQ can also be different according to the IE and the Resource Type.
Therefore, Contextualized Enhancement is a composition of a fundamental Enhancement with
an IE and a type of resource that it improves, as illustrated in Figure 17. For example, a
fundamental Enhancement "Recommend valid values" could be used to define a Contextualized
Enhancement that uses the Catalog of Life (CoL, 2015) database to recommend similar names for
the IE "Scientific Name" of Single Records; or could use the controlled vocabulary recommended
by DarwinCore <http://tdwg.github.io/dwc/terms/index.htm#basisOfRecord> to recommend
a value for the IE "Basis of Record" of Single Records.

Figure 17: Conceptual map related to the Contextualized Enhancement derived concept.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization G in Appendix A and examples in Table M in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.6 Improvement Target

A Contextualized Enhancement may improve the measure of a subset of Contextualized
Dimension and comply with a subset of Contextualized Criterion, as illustrated in Figure 18. For
example, the Contextualized Enhancement "Recommending coordinates based on the locality
description" can improve the Contextualized Dimension "Completeness of Coordinates of Single
Records" and comply with the Contextualized Criterion "Species Occurrences records must be
georeferenced".

See the Mathematical Formalization H in Appendix A and examples in Table N in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.7 DQ Measurement Policy

DQ Measurement Policy consists of a subset of Contextualized Dimensions that are used
to measure DQ of a specific Use Case, as illustrated by Figure 19. This subset of Contextualized

http://tdwg.github.io/dwc/terms/index.htm#basisOfRecord
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Figure 18: Conceptual map related to the Improvement Target derived concept.

Source: Author

Dimensions must be formed to support data users in assessing the data fitness for use in the
context of a Use Case. This policy describes all pertinent DQ measurements that should be
performed in a Use Case context and represents which quality aspects (Dimensions) are desirable
for data users in the Use Case scope.

Figure 19: Conceptual map related to the DQ Measurement Policy derived concept.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization I in Appendix A and examples in Table O in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.8 DQ Validation Policy

DQ Validation Policy is a subset of Contextualized Criteria that are used to validate
DQ in the context of a specific Use Case, as illustrated in Figure 20. DQ Validation Policy is a
set of rules that shapes how data should be presented to be fit for use in the Usages defined in
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a specific Use Case. This subset of Contextualized Criteria must be formed to support data
users to assess the fitness for use of data and check for potential issues to be corrected in the
context of a Use Case. This policy describes all pertinent DQ validation efforts that should be
applied in the context of a Use Case to split data that have desirable quality from data that
have undesirable quality.

Figure 20: Conceptual map related to the DQ Validation Policy.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization J in Appendix A and examples in Table P in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.9 DQ Improvement Policy

DQ Improvement Policy consists of a subset of Contextualized Enhancements that are
used to improve the DQ in the context of a specific Use Case, as illustrated in Figure 21. This
subset of Contextualized Enhancements must be formed to support data users to manage the
data fitness for use by DQ control or assurance in the context of a Use Case. This policy
describes all pertinent DQ improvement efforts that should be applied in the context of a Use
Case.

See the Mathematical Formalization K in Appendix A and examples in Table Q in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.1.10 DQ Profile

DQ Profile consists of the union of the DQ Measurement, Validation and Improvement
Policies defined for a specific Use Case context, as illustrated in Figure 22. All of the efforts
concerning DQ, in terms of measurement, validation and improvement, for enabling the data
fitness for use in the assessment and management in the context of a Use Case should be
described with a DQ Profile. Briefly, the DQ Profile describes the meaning of DQ needs in the
context of a Use Case.
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Figure 21: Conceptual map related to the DQ Improvement Policy.

Source: Author

Figure 22: Conceptual map related to the DQ Profile.

Source: Author

Ultimately, the DQ Profile encompasses all of the concepts regarding DQ Needs in
the context of a Use Case. To define DQ Needs for a particular Use Case, it is necessary to
define a DQ Profile and its dependent concepts (e.g., the "DQ Improvement Policy", their
respective "Contextualized Enhancements", the related "Enhancement", "IE", "Resource Type"
and "Improvement Target" for each "Contextualized Enhancement").

See the Mathematical Formalization L in Appendix A and examples in Table R in
Appendix B for details.
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3.2.2 DQ Solutions

The following derived concepts belong to the class DQ Solutions. These derived concepts
are used to describe how to proceed to comply with the DQ needs defined by a DQ Profile
concept.

3.2.2.1 Measurement Methods

This is a subset of Specifications that describes how to perform a measurement of
a specific Contextualized Dimension, as illustrated in Figure 23. A specific Contextualized
Dimension could be measured using different algorithms, methods, languages or approaches,
described by several Specifications.

For example, the Contextualized Dimension "Numerical Precision of Coordinates" could
be measured by "Counting the number of character after the first ’.’ or ’,’" or by "Counting the
number of numeric characters after the last ’.’". Although the Contextualized Dimension is the
same, the measured results may be different because the Specifications use different methods to
measure. If data users know which Specification was used, they will be able to assess the fitness
for use of data in a more conscious way.

Figure 23: Conceptual map related to the Measurement Methods.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization M in Appendix A and examples in Table U in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.2.2 Validation Methods

Similarly to the Measurement Specification, there is a subset of Specifications that
describes how to validate DQ according to a specific Contextualized Criterion, as illustrated
in Figure 24. A specific Contextualized Criterion can be validated using different algorithms,
methods, languages or approaches and can be described by several Specifications.

For example, the Contextualized Criterion "Basis of Record must be in the controlled
vocabulary" could be validated by "Checking whether the value is exactly equal to at least one
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item of the controlled vocabulary list recommended by DarwinCore" or by "Checking whether
the uppercase value is exactly equal to at least one item also in uppercase transformation of
the controlled vocabulary recommended by DarwinCore", and another variation of this last
Specification could consider also "trimmed values (value with no extra spaces characters before
or after the string)". Although the Contextualized Criterion is the same, the validation results
may be different because the Specifications describe different methods to validate. If data users
know which Specification was used to validate, they will able to assess and manage the fitness
for use of data in a more conscious way.

Figure 24: Conceptual map related to the Validation Methods.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization N in Appendix A and examples in Table V in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.2.3 Improvement Methods

Similar to the measurement and validation Specifications, there is a subset of Specifica-
tions that describes how to improve DQ according to a specific Contextualized Enhancement,
as illustrated in Figure 25. A specific Contextualized Enhancement could be performed us-
ing different algorithms, methods, languages or approaches and can be described by several
Specifications.

For example, the Contextualized Enhancement "Recommend a similar and valid Scientific
Name" could be performed by "Recommend the three most similar names in the Catalog of Life
using the Levenshtein distance as a string-similarity metric" or by "Recommend the most similar
name in the Catalog of Life using the Simple Matching Coefficient (SMC) as string-similarity
metric". Although the Contextualized Enhancement is the same, the improvement results may
be different because the Specifications describe different methods to improve. If data users know
which Specification was used, they will able to assess and manage the fitness for use of data in
a more conscious way.

See the Mathematical Formalization O in Appendix A and examples in Table W in
Appendix B for details.
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Figure 25: Conceptual map related to the Improvement Methods.

Source: Author

3.2.2.4 Implementation

A single Specification can be implemented in different ways by different institutions or
developers and using different technologies and approaches, as illustrated in Figure 26. For
example, the Specification "recommending the three most similar names in the Catalog of Life
according to the Levenshtein distance" could be implemented by the Biodiversity Data Digitizer
(BDD) tool (Cartolano, 2010) using a fuzzy matching library of PostgreSQL (PostgreSQL, 2015;
LEVENSHTEIN, 1966). However, the same Specification could also be implemented by a specific
tool of GBIF that could use a MapReduce approach running in a Hadoop ecosystem to do the
same thing with more scalable technologies.

This derived concept defines a subset of Mechanisms that implements a specific Specifi-
cation. A Specification can be implemented by several Mechanisms.

Figure 26: Conceptual map related to Implementation.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization P in Appendix A and examples in Table X in
Appendix B for details.
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3.2.2.5 Mechanism Coverage

Usually, tools are implemented to accomplish more than one task. For example, the ALA
Sandbox (ALA, 2012) implements several Specifications of validation and improvement. These
Specifications are the coverage of the Mechanism ALA Sandbox. This derived concept defines a
subset of Specifications that a specific Mechanism implements, as illustrated in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Conceptual map related to Mechanism Coverage.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization Q in Appendix A and examples in Table Y in
Appendix B for details.

3.2.3 DQ Report

The derived concepts below belong to the class DQ Report. These derived concepts are
generated by Mechanisms to enable data users to assess and manage the fitness for use.

3.2.3.1 DQ Measure

DQ Measure is an Assertion generated when a Mechanism processes a Data Resource
for measuring a Contextualized Dimension according to a specific Specification, as illustrated
in Figure 28. For example, a specific dataset (Data Resource) could have an Assertion equal
to "0.78" for the Contextualized Dimension "Coordinates Completeness of Dataset", which
was obtained by the "Biodiversity Data Quality Tool (BDQ-Tool)", which implements the
Specification "Calculate the proportion of records with supplied Latitude and Longitude." DQ
Measure is a derived concept that allows users to know the measure (Assertion) of a determined
quality aspect (Contextualized Dimension) assigned to specific data (Data Resource) and the
method (Specification) and tool (Mechanism) used to obtain it.

See the Mathematical Formalization R in Appendix A and examples in Table AA in
Appendix B for details.
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Figure 28: Conceptual map related to DQ Measure.

Source: Author

3.2.3.2 DQ Validation

DQ Validation is an Assertion generated by a Mechanism, according to a Specification,
when it validates whether a Data Resource is in compliance with a Contextualized Criterion,
as illustrated in Figure 29. For example, a specific record (Data Resource) could have an
Assertion of "Not Valid" for the Contextualized Criterion "Basis of record must be well formed",
which was obtained by the "Biodiversity Data Quality Tool (BDQ-Tool)", which implements
the Specification "Check whether the supplied value of Basis of Record is in the DarwinCore
controlled vocabulary." DQ Validation is a derived concept that allows users to know whether a
determined quality criterion (Contextualized Criterion) was met (Assertion) for specific data
(Data Resource) and which method (Specification) and tool (Mechanism) were used to validate
it.

See the Mathematical Formalization S in Appendix A and examples in Table AB in
Appendix B for details.
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Figure 29: Conceptual map related to the Contextualized Dimension.

Source: Author

3.2.3.3 DQ Improvement

DQ Improvement is an Assertion generated by a Mechanism, according to a Specifica-
tion, which improves a Data Resource based on a Contextualized Enhancement, as illustrated
in Figure 30. For example, a specific record (Data Resource) with values "municipality=Rio
de Janeiro; latitude=null; longitude=null; coordinatesUncertaintyInMeters=null" could have
an Assertion of "municipality=Rio de Janeiro; latitude=-22.90278; longitude=-43.2075; coor-
dinatesUncertaintyInMeters=80000" obtained according to the Contextualized Enhancement
"Recommend coordinates based on the municipality centroid" and the Mechanism "Biodiversity
Data Quality Tool (BDQ-Tool)", which implements the Specification "If coordinates are missing,
recommend coordinates of the centroid of the supplied municipality and assign a consistent
coordinatesUncertaintyInMeters based on the area of the municipality." DQ Improvement is
a derived concept that allows users to improve DQ (Contextualized Enhancement) based on
some correction, recommendation or enrichment (Assertion) of specific data (Data Resource)
according to a determined method (Specification) and tool (Mechanism).

See the Mathematical Formalization T in Appendix A and examples in Table AC in
Appendix B for details.
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Figure 30: Conceptual map related to DQ Improvement.

Source: Author

3.2.3.4 DQ Assessment

DQ Assessment refers to the judgment of users about the fitness of data for use in a
specific Use Case context. To support users to assess the data fitness for use in the context
of a Use Case, the concept DQ Assessment defines a subset of DQ Measures, Validations and
Improvements for a specific Data Resource, as illustrated by Figure 31.

A data user is able to judge if a Data Resource is fit for use for a specific Use Case based
on all of the DQ Measures, Validations and Improvements associated with the Use Case.

See the Mathematical Formalization U in Appendix A and examples in Tables AD, AE,
AJ and AK in Appendix B for details.

3.2.3.5 DQ Management by Quality Control

The goal of DQ Management using a Quality Control approach is to reduce problems
that can degrade DQ by preventing and correcting errors and recommending corrections, making
data fitter for use for a wider range of usages. To support users to manage the data fitness for
use, we provide a subset of DQ Validations and Improvements with respect to a specific Data
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Figure 31: Conceptual map related to DQ Assessment.

Source: Author

Resource, as illustrated by Figure 32.

Controlling the quality of a Data Resource can be performed based on the DQ Validations
that have unsatisfactory Assertions and the DQ Improvements associated with a Use Case, to
prevent and correct errors and accept recommendations.

Figure 32: Conceptual map related to DQ Management by Quality Control.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization V in Appendix A and examples in Tables AF, AG,
AL and AM in Appendix B for details.
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3.2.3.6 DQ Management by Quality Assurance

The goal of DQ Management using the Quality Assurance approach is to reduce prob-
lems that can degrade DQ by disregarding data that are not compliant with DQ needs, and
consequently make data fitter for use for a wider range of uses. The goal of this approach is to
accept only data that are in accordance with a subset of Contextualized Criteria, as illustrated
in Figure 33. Only data that have satisfactory Assertion of DQ Validations are accepted.

Ensuring DQ of a Data Resource involves accepting or filtering only data that are
compliant to the DQ Validations according to a Use Case context.

Figure 33: Conceptual map related to DQ Management by Quality Assurance.

Source: Author

See the Mathematical Formalization W in Appendix A and examples in Table AH and
AI in Appendix B for details.
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4 Framework Validation

For validating the conceptual framework, we present a proof of concept that addresses
the instantiation of all the framework concepts for enabling the assessment and management of
fitness for use of a real dataset. Details of the proof of concept are available in Appendix B.

4.1 Material and Methods

The proof of concept is based on a real application of the conceptual framework at the
MCZ of Harvard University. The MCZ is a center for research and education focused on the
comparative relationships of animal life. Its collections are comprised of approximately 21-million
extant and fossil invertebrate and vertebrate specimens and almost 2-million digitized records
(MCZ, 2016; MCZBASE, 2016). In this context we mapped and formalized the DQ Needs, DQ
Solutions and DQ Reports required for the assessment and management of fitness for use of
biological collections data at an institutional level. The scope of the proof of concept does not
intend to cover all the aspects of DQ related to the curation of biological data, for the sake of
conciseness, but it does cover all aspects necessary to stress all the framework concepts and to
show that the conceptual framework is complete and consistent for mapping necessary concepts
for the assessment and management of fitness for use of biodiversity data.

As MCZ uses (among other tools, techniques, and practices) a software package based
on scientific workflow, called FP-Akka Kurator (DOU et al., 2012), to assist data curation, we
have adopted a bottom-up approach to instantiate the framework. That means that instead
of starting with the definition of DQ Needs and then defining the appropriate DQ Solutions
(a top-down approach), we have started with mapping MCZ’s DQ Solutions (the scientific
workflow) and then defining which DQ Needs concepts they address. The FP-Akka Kurator can
be used following the user documentation presented in the Kurator Project Wiki, available at:
<http://wiki.datakurator.net/web/FP-Akka_User_Documentation>.

We initially noted that, within Kurator, some DQ Needs components, such as measures,
validations and improvements applied to datasets were not addressed. In order to explore all
aspects of the framework, we have implemented a new API that enables us to fill those gaps.
The beta version of this API, called BDQ Toolkit, was developed specifically for this framework
validation, but it can be used for other purposes. It is available at: <http://toolkit.bdq.biocomp.
org.br:3020>.

In order to validate the framework with an appropriate dataset we applied the defined
DQ Solutions to a subset of the dataset of Arizona State University Hasbrouck Insect Collection
<http://symbiota4.acis.ufl.edu/scan/portal/collections>.

Briefly, the steps performed for the framework validation were:

http://wiki.datakurator.net/web/FP-Akka_User_Documentation
http://toolkit.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3020
http://toolkit.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3020
http://symbiota4.acis.ufl.edu/scan/portal/collections
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1. Define a Use Case (scope delimitation);

2. Define DQ Solutions concepts instances based on the FP-Akka Kurator;

3. Define DQ Needs concepts instances based on the defined DQ Solutions concepts instances;

4. Complement DQ Needs with new concepts instances regarding datasets (in order to address
all aspects of the Framework);

5. Build the BDQ Toolkit to meet the new DQ Needs concepts instances regarding datasets;

6. Complement the DQ Solutions concepts instances based on the BDQ Toolkit;

7. Run the FP-Akka Kurator and BDQ Toolkit against a real dataset;

8. Define DQ Report concept instances based on those results.

9. Discuss how the DQ Report enables the assessment and management of DQ both at the
dataset level and at record level according to the DQ Needs defined for the Use Case.

All the used and generated data in this validation are available in JSON format at:
<http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer>.

4.2 Results
The results of the validation are organized in three parts, corresponding to the three

concepts classes of the framework: DQ Needs, DQ Solutions and DQ Report. Those results are
described in details in Appendix B, following the same sequence of presentation of this text in
Chapter 3.

4.2.1 DQ Needs

DQ Needs concepts define the meaning of "fitness for use" for a specific context. In
summary, in this part of the framework validation we have defined a scope delimitation with a
Use Case, a set of IEs that are valuable for this Use Case and a set of Contextualized Dimensions,
Contextualized Criteria and Contextualized Enhancements necessary for the assessment and
management of the fitness for use for the defined Use Case. See the first section of Appendix B
for details.

We have started defining one Use Case for describing "Curation of Biological Collections"
as scope delimitation and two related Usages ("General uses of occurrence data" and "Geospatial
distribution of species"). The number of Usages assigned to the Use Case and the level of detail
of the Usages were purposefully limited, in order to keep the validation simpler to follow and
easier to understand, while not affecting the purpose of the framework validation.

http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer
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We then defined four IE that are valuable for the tasks described by the two mentioned
related Usages: Coordinates (Decimal Latitude, Decimal Longitude), Collected Date (Event
Date), SciName (Scientific Name, Scientific Name Authorship) and Occurrence (Coordinates,
Collected Date and SciName). For those Valuable IEs, it was defined a set of Contextualized
Dimensions (DQ Measurement Policy) to measure the quality of each Valuable IE, a set of DQ
Criteria (DQ Validation Policy) to validate the quality of each Valuable IE, and a set of DQ
Enhancements (DQ Improvement Policy) to improve the quality of each Valuable IE. The three
DQ policies have considered both datasets and single records.

The DQ Measurement Policy was composed by 18 Contextualized Dimensions that
measure, in a quantitative or qualitative way, the Precision, Completeness, Accuracy and
Consistency of the Valuable IEs.

The DQ Validation Policy was composed by 19 Contextualized Criteria that evaluate if
a DQ measure has an acceptable value or if data complies with standard format requirements.
Those Contextualized Criteria comprise the entire set of Valuable IEs.

The DQ Improvement Policy was composed by five Contextualized Enhancements
that may improve the measure of 17 Contextualized Dimensions and make compliant 18
Contextualized Criteria by recommending corrections or applying corrections to both datasets
and single records of the Valuable IEs.

The merging of those three policies composes a DQ Profile. This DQ Profile describes
what has to be measured, validated and improved in order to enable the assessment and
management of the fitness for use of biodiversity data in the context of Curation of Biological
Collections. In order to avoid increasing the complexity of the framework validation, we have
not addressed some Contextualized Dimensions, Contextualized Criteria and Contextualized
Enhancement that may be valuable in a practical context (such as Precision of the Collected
Date, or Accuracy of Coordinates), once the way we have defined the DQ Profile is enough for
the purpose of this proof of concept.

4.2.2 DQ Solutions

DQ Solutions concepts define the methods and tools for meeting DQ Needs. In summary,
in this part of the framework validation we have defined a set of Specifications as methods
for measuring, validating and improving all the previously defined Contextualized Dimensions,
Contextualized Criteria and Contextualized Enhancements, respectively, and a set of Mechanisms
that implement those Specifications. See the second section of Appendix B for details.

We have defined 34 Specifications that describe methods that can be used to perform
measures, validations and improvements. For each defined Contextualized Dimensions we have
assigned the Specification that describes the method that can perform the correspondent
measurement. Accordingly, for each defined Contextualized Criterion we have assigned the
Specification that describes the method that can perform the correspondent validation. Finally,
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for each defined Contextualized Enhancements we have assigned the Specification that describes
the method that can perform the correspondent improvement.

Those 34 Specifications are implemented by two Mechanisms: FP-Akka Kurator, that
implements six Specifications; and BDQ Toolkit, that implements 28 Specifications (mostly
related to DQ measures, validations and improvements of datasets).

4.2.3 DQ Report

DQ Report concepts define a set of DQ measures, validations and improvements assertions
assigned to a dataset or a single record. In summary, in this part of the framework validation
we have presented how Data Resources can have their fitness for use assessed and managed
with a set of DQ Measures, DQ Validations and DQ Improvements generated according to the
previously defined DQ Solutions and DQ Needs. See the third section of Appendix B for details.

In order to better discuss the results, we have chosen one Data Resource of each
Resource Type (Dataset and Single Record) to present in section 3 of Appendix B. The
dataset is available at: <http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/OrginalData>; and
the single record is available at: <http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/OrginalData/
555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed>, see Table Z of Appendix B. Although we have discussed only one
single record, we have generated DQ Report concepts instances for each of the 52,412 records of
the dataset.

We have assigned to the dataset nine DQ Measures and DQ Validations and two DQ
Improvements, available at: <http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports/http\
protect\relax\kern.22222em%2F%2Fcase.biocomp.org.br\protect\relax\kern.22222em3010%
2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData%2F>, see Tables AA, AB and AC of Appendix B. Those DQ
Measures and DQ Validations assertions, associated to the description of the method and tool
used to generate them, can assist data users perform the fitness for use assessment of the
dataset, according to the DQ Profile defined for the Curation of Biological Collections context.

In order to perform the DQ Management by the DQ Control approach, data users
can use the result generated by the first DQ Improvement, which improves the quality of
the dataset by accepting all corrections recommendations assigned to each single record
of the dataset. This improvement result is available at: <http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:
3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/http\protect\relax\kern.22222em%2F%2Fcase.biocomp.
org.br\protect\relax\kern.22222em3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData>, see Tables AF and
AG of Appendix B.

However, if the approach desired for performing DQ Management is the DQ Assurance ap-
proach, data users can use the result generated by the second DQ Improvement, which improves
the quality of the dataset by disregarding all records that are not compliant with all Contextu-
alized Criterion. This improvement result is available at: <http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:
3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect\relax\kern.22222em%2F%2F200.144.182.

http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/OrginalData
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/OrginalData/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/OrginalData/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2Fcase.biocomp.org.br\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData%2F
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2Fcase.biocomp.org.br\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData%2F
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2Fcase.biocomp.org.br\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData%2F
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2Fcase.biocomp.org.br\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2Fcase.biocomp.org.br\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2Fcase.biocomp.org.br\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FOrginalData
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2F200.144.182.24\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2F200.144.182.24\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2F200.144.182.24\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2F200.144.182.24\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls
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24\protect\relax\kern.22222em3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls>, see Tables AH
and AI of Appendix B.

For the mentioned single record, we have assigned to it nine DQ Measures, ten DQ
Validations and two DQ Improvements, available at: <http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/
api/v1.0/DQReports/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed>, see Tables AA, AB and AC of Appendix B.
All the DQ Measures, DQ Validations and DQ Improvements assigned for each single record
of the dataset are available at: <http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports>.
Those DQ Measures and DQ Validations assertions, associated to the description of the method
and the tool used to generate them, can assist data users perform the fitness for use assessment
of each single record according to the DQ Profile defined for Curation of Biological Collections
context.

In order to perform the DQ Management by the DQ Control approach, data users can
use the result generated by the two DQ Improvements, which recommend a correct SciName
value and a correct Collected Date value. This improvement result is available at: <http:
//case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed>, see
Tables AL and AM of Appendix B. DQ Management by the DQ Assurance approach was not
applied to single records.

4.3 Results Discussion

The presented conceptual framework was designed to be formal, comprehensive and
flexible for being adapted and used to countless needs and scenarios.

Depending on the audience and its objectives, the framework implementation can be
adapted in order to better fit the desired purposes. For example, from the point of view of the
end users of data, the most important thing for them is to interpret the DQ Measures, DQ
Validations and DQ Improvements assertions of the DQ Report; however, from the point of
view of experts on biology that defines DQ Profiles, the most important part of the framework
is identifying and defining the DQ Needs concepts instances.

We can mention a number of audiences, purposes and scenarios to which this framework
can be beneficial, such as: (1) developers that want to build reusable, discoverable, comprehensible
and standardized DQ tools; (2) national or global initiatives for building biodiversity data
portals that want to provide tools for their data users to be enabled to select data based on
fitness for use; researchers that want to share new methods on DQ measurement, validation or
improvement (e.g. method for measuring the credibility of data provided by citizen scientists
or the accuracy of taxonomic identification); (3) institutions that want to create, publish and
share the DQ Profile used internally; (4) data users that want to attach to their researches
or papers what DQ Profile was used to the DQ assessment and management of the data used
in the research; (5) a global collaborative repository of DQ Needs and DQ Solutions concepts
instances for easily composing new DQ Profiles based on existing concepts instances and reuse

http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2F200.144.182.24\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2F200.144.182.24\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAssurances/http\protect \relax \kern .22222em %2F%2F200.144.182.24\protect \relax \kern .22222em 3010%2Fapi%2Fv1.0%2FDQReportControls
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReports
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed
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available methods and tools to meet these DQ Profiles.

Considering those aspects and the complexity of the framework, it is not trivial to present
all potential benefits it could address with only one case study. The results of the presented proof
of concept address a small part of the potential benefits of the framework. It illustrates how
the framework can be used to define the meaning of "fitness for use" in a specific institutional
context and represent it in an objective and standardized format, which allows linking it to
methods and tools that are able to generate assertions that allow data users to assess the fitness
for use of datasets or single records. Besides allowing DQ assessment, the proof of concept also
illustrates how the framework enables data users to manage the DQ of a dataset or single record
with a DQ control or DQ assurance approach.

The proof of concept has demonstrated that the framework is adequately formalized and
flexible, and sufficiently complete for description of DQ needs, solutions and reports in the BI
domain.
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5 Discussion

A consistent approach to assess and manage DQ is critical for biodiversity data users
(HILL et al., 2010; GBIF, 2015b; MALDONADO et al., 2015; ANDERSON et al., 2016;
ARNAUD, 2016). However, achieving this goal in the current BI scenario has been particularly
difficult because of the idiosyncrasies inherent to the concept of quality (KLOBAS, 1995). DQ
assessment and management only can be performed after it has been clearly established the
meaning of data "fitness for use" according to data users’ standpoint (NICOLAOU; MCKNIGHT,
2006).

The proposed conceptual framework can support the BI community to describe the
meaning of "fitness for use" from a data user’s perspective in a formal and standardized way.
Based on well-established principles and concepts from DQ literature (GE; HELFERT, 2007;
LEE, 2005), the framework allows BI community to join effort to establish a common and
standardized way to deal with DQ, in order to support data users in judging the fitness for use
of data for specific usages, and in order to support data owners in improving their data, thus
making them suitable for a wider range of usages.

Using this "common language" provided by the conceptual framework, the BI community
can express and share their understanding of DQ Needs and DQ Solutions, thus improving the
synergy of the community and consequently increase the reusability of solutions and decrease the
duplication of efforts. With a collaborative model, fostered by the framework, we can generate a
searchable repository of common and reusable DQ Profiles, DQ Policies, Use Cases, Dimensions,
Criteria, Enhancements, Specifications and Mechanisms for a range of purposes of data usage,
enabling institutions to compose their own DQ Needs and Solutions concepts to better suit
their goals by reusing the DQ Needs and Solutions concepts shared by other institutions.

For example, if an institution (as Institution 1, in Figure 34) has a specific requirement
(e.g. validate geolocation), it can implement a tool (as Tool X, in Figure 34) to meet such
requirement, that will generate results (as Results X’, in Figure 34). Concomitantly, another
different institution (as Institution 2, in Figure 34) may have the same requirement (i.e. validate
geolocation) and it also implements a tool (as Tool Y, in Figure 34) to meet the requirement,
that will also generate results (as Results Y’, in Figure 34). This scenario clearly demonstrates
duplication of effort when two different tools are developed to meet the same requirement. In
addition, the results generated by the tools, usually can not be compared because they do not
share a common standard, generating a classical interoperability problem.

If all the requirements, tools and results were mapped to a common standard, it would
enable the interoperability among the metadata about such components, making them com-
parable, shareable and reusable. It would enable, for example, an institution (as Institution 3,
in Figure 34) that has a DQ requirement (e.g. validate geolocation) but that does not have
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Figure 34: A "Fitness for Use Backbone".

Source: Author

a tool to meet such requirement, to search in this common “Fitness for Use Backbone" for
available tools that have being used by other institutions to meet the specific requirement. In
this scenario, the conceptual framework is able to map the requirements, tools and results by
using respectively the concepts of DQ Needs, DQ Solutions and DQ Report classes.

Another relevant aspect of the presented conceptual framework is the fact that it splits
the concepts into three classes, which increase the potential of mutual collaboration between
stakeholders with different backgrounds. Concepts belonging to the DQ Needs class are typically
better addressed by biodiversity experts, whereas concepts belonging to DQ Solutions are
typically better addressed by informatics experts. The framework can be used to communicate
their ideas using a notation and a common foundation that facilitate reaching an agreement.
With this division, data users can individually define DQ Needs, and developers can propose
DQ Solutions for meeting them, but bearing in mind the same basic conceptual framework.
This model also allows us to systematically identify gaps with respect to DQ Needs that do
not have appropriate DQ Solutions. For example, it may show that there is no suitable DQ
measurement method for measuring a determined Contextualized Dimension (e.g. credibility of
species observation from citizen science sources), or may show that there is this measurement
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method, but there is no Mechanism that implements it.

DQ Report concepts class enables generating comparable DQ documentation that can
be interpreted by data users to judge if a Data Resource is fit for use and how its quality can be
improved. When data users or data owners have DQ Report elements (DQ Measures, Validations,
and Improvements) assigned to a Data Resource, they can make a coherent assessment concerning
the fitness for use of the Data Resource and compare its quality with that of other Data Resources.

The concern for DQ in the BI community has existed for several decades, but more recently
it has become more evident and intense (CHAPMAN, 2004; DALCIN, 2005; CHAPMAN, 2005b;
CHAPMAN, 2005a; HILL et al., 2010; OTEGUI et al., 2013; GBIF, 2015b; MALDONADO et
al., 2015; ANDERSON et al., 2016; ARNAUD, 2016). The I and II Symposium on Biodiversity
Data Quality that were held in the 2013 and 2014 TDWG Annual Conference, which were only
part of the main meeting, received an impressive number of submissions - a total of up to 16
presentations, and had more attendants than the other parallel sessions, with its room filled
beyond its maximum capacity. This is a clear evidence that there is a high interest of part of
BI community in topics related to DQ and fitness for use. In fact, fitness for use is one of the
core components of the Framework of Global Biodiversity Informatics Outlook (GBIO). This
framework was proposed to help focus effort and investment towards better understanding of
life on Earth. In this context, a key component is to promote efficient mechanisms to enable
amateurs, experts and automated tools to correct and annotate data elements to improve quality
and their fitness to be used for particular purposes (HOBERN et al., 2013).

Based on this demand, the Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) and the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) have joined efforts to create the Biodiversity Data
Quality Interest Group (BDQ-IG). In the scope of BDQ-IG, this conceptual framework was used
as foundation for the TDWG/GBIF Task Group 1 (TDWG/GBIF TG1). The goal of that task
group is to develop a conceptual framework that serves as a common ground for a collaborative
development of solutions (encompassing tools, policies, and concepts) for DQ assessment and
management based on data fitness for use (BDQIG, 2015).

The BDQ-IG has also created two additional task groups. TDWG/GBIF TG2 addresses
DQ Tools, to catalog existing DQ tools and to identify gaps concerning the availability of tools,
and TDWG/GBIF TG3 addresses DQ Use Cases, to identify DQ requirements for specific uses
of data. In this context, the presented Framework can be used to map the outcomes from the
Use Cases Task Group into the DQ Needs concepts, based on data users’ expertise/knowledge
and to map the outcomes from the DQ Tools Task Group into DQ Solutions concepts based on
developers expertise. In this way, both groups can work in parallel, while maintaining the same
conceptual foundation.

Improvement in biodiversity data is an essential step to be performed throughout the
data life cycle. In particular, this step needs to for many workflows in biodiversity sciences,
located between data gathering and data synthesis and analysis. Research satisfaction and trust
in the results is often based on loose feelings or strict measurements of the data to be “enough
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to answer the research questions”. Understanding “what works” and “how much is enough” can
be supported by the presented conceptual framework.
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6 Final Remarks

Enabling DQ assessment and management is an urgent and serious issue in the current
scenario of BI. To achieve this goal, a number of actions must be conducted, such as designing and
developing effective methods, guidelines, policies, tools, services, protocols, metadata schemas,
controlled vocabularies and training based on well consolidated international standards.

However, to get at this point, the BI community must use a common and solid conceptual
base to guide discussions and actions to one single direction. To set a common conceptual
background is the first step to efficiently enable the BI community to discuss and conduct
proper strategies and actions toward DQ assessment and management. This agreement among
the international community in pursuit of a common goal using an agreed-upon conceptual
background is critical to avoid duplication of efforts and to increase the synergy among the
stakeholders.

The presented conceptual framework was designed to fill this gap. Based on it, the
BI community can progress on the development of the necessary components to enable DQ
assessment and management in a consistent, formal and collaborative way.

The framework defines concepts for describing DQ needs in a given context, describing
and linking solutions to meet such needs and generating standardized DQ reports to communicate
the current DQ status. With that information data users are able to judge the data "fitness
for use" and data owners/holders are able to perform the enhancement of DQ for making data
fitter for a wider range of uses.

This work is supported by the GBIF/TDWG BDQ-IG, who created a task group for
defining a framework for BDQ based on the presented conceptual framework. The goal of
this task group is to provide a common ground for a collaborative development among the BI
community.

Engaged with the TDWG/GBIF community, in the scope of DQ Framework task group,
this work will continue to be advanced and improved, and new methods, best practices and
tools regarding the use and the application of the framework in organizations will be proposed
to foster the spread and adoption of the conceptual framework through the community, and to
incorporate its input.

As future work, a new task group could be created to define a metadata schema and a
controlled vocabulary based on the framework concepts, in order to enable the data and systems
interoperability. In addition, we already have initiated discussions on how the conceptual
framework can interact in a workflow context using provenance information. Initiatives on
defining a formal ontology based on the conceptual framework would be important contributions
to improve and foster the use of the framework.
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In addition, as future work, we plan to build a platform that uses the conceptual
framework to provide a backbone to register and retrieve information about DQ needs, solutions
and report. This tool could enable defining, registering and sharing descriptions of Use Cases,
IEs, Dimensions, Criteria, Enhancements, Measurement, Validation and Improvement Policies,
DQ Profiles, Measurement, Validation and Improvement Methods, Mechanisms and Measures,
Validations and Improvements applied to Data Resources. That repository can be applied,
for example, to reuse DQ needs concepts to create new DQ Profiles, search for available DQ
methods and Mechanisms and consult the current status of quality of Data Resource based on
the associated DQ Measures, DQ Validations and DQ Improvement.
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APPENDIX A – Mathematical Formalization

This document presents a mathematical representation to describe the concepts using a
sets theory notation. Following the constructs developed in the conceptual model, we present a
formal definition of the conceptual framework.



 

Mathematical Formalization Introduction 

To define the conceptual framework, we present a mathematical representation to           

describe the concepts using a sets theory notation (Devlin 1993). Following the constructs             

developed in the conceptual model, we define a "domain" as a set of instances of the same                 

concept (Wang et al . 1995). Thus, each fundamental or derived concept can be formally              

represented by a domain, represented by uppercase letters. An instance of a domain or a               

subset of instances (within "{}") of a domain can be formally represented by the same letter                

of the domain, but in lowercase.  

To mathematically represent the derived concepts, we first need to represent the            

fundamental concepts as domains. Thus, let be the domain for representing the concept      U        

Use Case, be the domain for the concept IE, be the domain for the concept Dimension,  EI         D         

be the domain for the concept Criterion, be the domain for the concept Enhancement,C         E         S  

be the domain for the concept Specification, be the domain for the concept Mechanism       M         

and  be the domain for Data Resource.RD   

The relationship between fundamental concepts can be defined by functions or tuples            

(Devlin 1993). We use functions when the concept depends on other concepts, e.g. the              

function represent a subset of instances of the domain IE(u) ie | ie E }V = { ⊂ I ⋀ u ∈ U          EI  

(which represent the fundamental concept IE) as a function of the parameter (dependency),            u   

which is an instance of the domain (which represent the fundamental concept Use Case).       U         

We use when the variable is an unique instance of a particular domain and when the  ∈              ⊂    

variable is a subset of instances of a particular domain. When the concept does not depend on                 

another concept, we can define a new concept by using a tuple representation, e.g.: the               

domain represents a set of D { cd | cd < e, , t ⋀ ie E t T}C =  = i d r >  ∈ I ⋀ d ∈ D ⋀ r ∈ R      

instances of , where each instance of is a tuple composed by an instance of , , and  dc      dc          ei  d   

, where represents an instance of the domain , represents an instance of the domaintr   ei        EI  d        

 and  represents an instance of the domain  (which will be described next).D tr TR   

Beyond those fundamental domains which represent the fundamental concepts of the           

conceptual model, it is necessary to use other complementary domains which are not             

fundamental concepts, but they can be seen as properties of them, used in order to compose                

more complete fundamental and derived concepts. These complementary domains are:          

Usage, Persistent Identifier, Resource Type, Value and Assertion. Thus, let be the          SU    



 

domain for the concept Usage, which are encompassed by Use Cases; let be the domain            DI     

for Persistent Identifier of Data Resources, which can be a DOI, LSID, URL, for instance               

(GBIF, 2011); let be the domain for the Resource Type (http://purl.org/dc/terms/type)   TR          

which can assume only one of two values in the context of this paper: “Dataset”               

(http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/Dataset) or “Single Record”; let be the domain for Value of     V        

Data Resources, which represent the content of Data Resources; and let be the domain for           R      

Assertions, which is obtained by Mechanisms when a validation, measurement or           

improvement is performed upon a Data Resource.  

Using this notation we can represent the creation of instances of fundamental and             

derived concepts in a concise way, according to the definitions of derived concepts -              

described in the following subsections. To exemplify it, an instance of Dimension could be              

represented by this notation: where denote "completeness"; or an instance of    d1 ∈ D   d1        

Valuable IE for a particular Use Case could be represented by the notation:             

where represents "coordinates", represents "scientific name" andie(u ) ie , }v 1 = { 1 ie2   ie1    ie2      

both are valuable to the , which represents an Use Case to deal with Niche Modeling, for     u1             

instance.  

 

Mathematical Formalization A 

USE CASE COVERAGE 

 

Let be the domain for the Use Case Coverage, which define the scope CU              

delimitation of the Use Case. Each Use Case encompass a subset of Usages . Then,        U       SU   

let domain be a subset of Usages coveraged by an Use Case . Thereby, CU        su       u   CU  

domain is defined by: 

 

C(u) { us | u  us S}  U =  ∈ U ⋀  ⊂ U  

 

For example: Let denote a Use Case for dealing with Niche Modeling,   u1           us1  

denotes a Usage related to "Niche Modeling with MAXENT" (Merow et al . 2013) and a              us2   

Usage related to "Niche Modeling with GARP" (Townsend Peterson et al . 2007). Thus, the              

Use Case Coverage for the  can be defined as:u1   

 

c(u ) us , }u 1 = { 1 us2  



 

 

This instance means that there is a Use Case for dealing with Niche Modeling which               

encompasses MAXENT and GARP modeling techniques.  

 

Mathematical Formalization B 

DATA RESOURCE 

 

Let be the domain for the Data Resource. Then, let domain be a set of RD           RD       

tuples composed by a Persistent Identifier , a Resource Type and a Value . Notice      di     tr     v   

that Resource Type can assume only one of two possible values, for Single Records or           rs      

 for Dataset. Thereby,  domain is defined by:sd RD  

 

R { dr | dr d, t, v , id D, rt T , (rt r t s) }  D =  =  < i r  >  ∈ I  ∈ R  = s ⋁ r = d ⋀ v ∈ V  

 

For example: Let denote a plant collection dataset   dr1       

(http://ipt.inpa.gov.br/resource.do?r=inpa-herbarium-collection) which has an equal    id1   

"3cc6171e-8c52-4f65-ad7a-32c74e395f29", equal "Dataset" and the equal a Darwin rt1      v1     

Core Archive with 251.744 records. Thus, the Data Resource  can be defined as:dr1   

 

r < , ,d 1 = id1 rt1 v1 >  

 

This instance means that is a Data Resource which represents the Dataset    rd 1          

"3cc6171e-8c52-4f65-ad7a-32c74e395f29" which contains 251.744 records in Darwin Core        

Archive format.  

 

Mathematical Formalization C 

VALUABLE IE 

 

Let be the domain of valuable IE which represent a subset of instances of the IEV                

domain which are valuable for a particular Use Case. Then, let denote the subset EI            IE(u)V     

of  that are valuable for the purposes of the Use Case . Thereby,  is defined by:EI u IEV   

 

IE(u) ie | ie E }  V = { ⊂ I ⋀ u ∈ U  

 



 

For example: Let be a Use Case for dealing with DQ for distribution modeling   u1             

purposes and be the IE for “coordinates” and the IE for “taxon name”. Thus, the  ie1        ie2         

 could be defined as:ie(u )v 1  

 

ie(u ) ie , }v 1 = { 1 ie2  

 

This instance means that “coordinates” and “taxon name” are Valuable IE for the Use              

Case that deals with distribution modeling.  

 

Mathematical Formalization D 

CONTEXTUALIZED DIMENSION 

 

Let be the domain for the derived concept Contextualized Dimension. Then, let DC             

be the set of tuples which denote a Dimension in the context of an IE and theDC           d        ei    

resource type , which the Dimension measures. Thereby,  domain is defined by:tr DC  

 

D { cd | cd < e, , t , ie E, d t T }  C =  = i d r >  ∈ I  ∈ D ⋀ r ∈ R  

 

For example: Let denote the IE “coordinates”, denote the Dimension   ie1      d1     

“precision” and denote the “Single Record” Resource Type. Thus, an element of  rt1            

Contextualized Dimension can be defined by:  

 

, ,  cd1 =  < ie1 d1 rt1 > 

 

This instance means that the Contextualized Dimension measures “coordinates       cd1    

precision of single records”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization E 

CONTEXTUALIZED CRITERION 

 

Let be the domain for the derived concept Contextualized Criterion. Then, let CC             

be the set of tuples which denotes a Criterion in the context of an IE and theCC           c        ei    

Resource Type  which this Criterion validates. Thereby,  domain is defined by:tr CC   

 



 

C { cc | cc e, , t , ie E, c t T }  C =  =  < i c r >  ∈ I  ∈ C ⋀ r ∈ R  

 

For example: Let denote the IE “basis of record”, denote the Criterion “Value   ie1        c1      

be in the controlled vocabulary” and denote “Single Record” Resource Type. Thus, an      rt1         

element of  could be defined as:CC   

 

, ,  cc1 =  < ie1 c1 rt1 >  

 

This instance means that the Contextualized Criterion validates the data       cc1     

compliance with the statement “The value of Basis of Records of single records must be in                

the controlled vocabulary”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization F 

ACCEPTABLE DQ MEASURE 

 

Let be a subset of Contextualized Criteria which recommend a minimum MA            

measurement for a particular Contextualized Dimension. Then, let denote a subset        M(cd)A     

of Contextualized Criteria which establishes a minimum value for the Contextualized           

Dimension . Thereby,  domain is defined by:dc MA   

 

M(cd) cc | cd D c C}  A = { ∈ C ⋀ c ⊂ C  

 

For example: Let be a Contextualized Dimension “Coordinates Completeness for   cd1         

Dataset”, denote the Contextualized Criteria “All of species occurrences records must cc1            

have coordinates completed” and denote the Contextualized Criteria “Dataset must have    cc2         

at least 90% of records with completed coordinates”. Thus, the  could be defined as:m(cd )a 1  

 

m(cd ) cc , }a 1 = { 1 cc2  

 

This instance means that the Contextualized Criteria “All of species occurrences           

records must have coordinates completed” and “Dataset must have at least 90% of records              

with completed coordinates” establish acceptable values for the Contextualized Dimension          

"Coordinates Completeness for Dataset". Thus the validation of these two Contextualized           

Criteria,  and , depend on the measurement value of Contextualized Dimension .cc1 cc2 cd1   



 

Mathematical Formalization G 

CONTEXTUALIZED ENHANCEMENT 

 

Let be the domain for the Contextualized Enhancement. Then, let be the set EC           EC     

of tuples which denote an Enhancement in the context of an IE and the Resource Type      e        ei      

 which this Enhancement improves. Thereby,  domain is defined by:tr EC  

 

E { ce | ce e, , t , ie E, e t T }  C =  =  < i e r >  ∈ I  ∈ E ⋀ r ∈ R  

 

For example: Let denote the IE “taxon name”, denote the Enhancement   ie1       e1     

“Recommend valid and similar values” and denote “Single Record” Resource Type.      rt1       

Thus, an element of  could be defined as:EC   

 

, , }  ce1 =  < ie1 e1 rt1 >  

 

This instance means that the Contextualized Enhancement improves the quality       ce1     

of “Taxon names of single record by recommending valid and similar names”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization H 

IMPROVEMENT TARGET 

 

Let be a subset of Contextualized Dimension which may be improved and a TI              

subset of Contextualized Criteria which may be satisfied by a particular Contextualized            

Enhancement. Then, let denote the union of a subset of Contextualized Dimensions   T (ce)I           

which can be improved by Contextualized Enhancement with a subset of Contextualized       ec       

Criteria which can be satisfied by the Contextualized Enhancement . Thereby, domain         ec   TI   

is defined by:  

 

T (ce) cd c | cd D, c C e E}  I = { ⋃ c ∈ C c ∈ C ⋀ c ∈ C  

 

For example: Let be a Contextualized Enhancement “Recommending a   ce1        

coordinates based on the location description”, denote the Contextualized Dimension      cd1      

“Coordinates Completeness of Single Records” and denote the Contextualized Criteria      cc2      



 

“Dataset must have at least 90% of records georeferenced”. Thus, the could be           t(ce )i 1    

defined as: 

 

t(ce ) cd , }i 1 = { 1 cc2  

 

This instance means that the Contextualized Enhancement which recommend         

coordinates based on local description improves the "Coordinates Completeness of Single           

Records" and may comply with the Contextualized Criteria “Dataset must have at least 90%              

of records georeferenced”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization I 

DQ MEASUREMENT POLICY 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Measurement Policy for a particular Use Case. PM               

Then, let denote the set of Contextualized Dimensions used for measuring DQ in the  P (u)M              

context of the Use Case . Thereby,  domain is defined by:u PM   

 

P (u) cd | cd D }  M = { ⊂ C ⋀ u ∈ U  

 

For example: Let denote a Use Case for dealing with DQ for distribution modeling   u1             

purposes, where denotes the IE for “coordinates” and the IE for ie(u ) , }v 1 = {ie1 ie2   ie1        ie2     

“taxon name”, denotes the Dimension “completeness”, denotes the Dimension  d1      d2     

“accuracy”, denotes a Resource Type “Dataset” and denotes a Resource Type rt1        rt2      

“Single Record”. Thus, the  could be defined as:p(u )m 1   

 

p(u ) < , , , , , , , , , , , }m 1 = { ie1 d1 rt2 > < ie1 d1 rt1 > < ie2 d1 rt1 > < ie2 d2 rt2 >   

 

or  

 

p(u ) cd , , , }m 1 = { 1 cd2 cd3 cd4   

 

This instance means that the policy for measuring DQ in the context of distribution              

modeling, is comprised of the measurement of: “Coordinates Completeness of Single           



 

Records”, “Coordinates Completeness of Datasets”, “Taxon Name Completeness of         

Datasets” and “Taxon Name Accuracy of Single Records”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization J 

DQ VALIDATION POLICY 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Validation Policy for a particular Use Case. Then, PV                

let denotes the set of Contextualized Criteria used to validate DQ in the context of the P (u)V                 

Use Case . Thereby,  domain is defined by:u PV   

 

P (u) cc | cc C u }  V = { ⊂ C ⋀  ∈ U  

 

For example: Let denote a Use Case for dealing with DQ for distribution modeling,   u1             

denote the Contextualized Criterion “Taxon nomenclature must be valid according acc1             

taxonomic authority” and denote the Contextualized Criteria “At least 90% of records   cc2           

must be georeferenced”. Thus, the  can be defined as:p(u )v 1   

 

p(u ) cc , }v 1 = { 1 cc2  

 

This instance means that the policy for validating DQ in the context of distribution              

modeling, is comprised of the following Contextualized Criteria: “Taxon nomenclature must           

be valid according a taxonomic authority” and “At least 90% of records must be              

georeferenced”. 

 

Mathematical Formalization K 

DQ IMPROVEMENT POLICY 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Improvement Policy for a particular Use Case. PI               

Then, let denote the set of Contextualized Enhancements used for improving DQ in  P (u)I             

the context of the Use Case . Thereby,  domain is defined by:u PI   

 

P (u) ce | ce E }  I = { ⊂ C ⋀ u ∈ U  

 



 

For example: Let denote a Use Case for dealing with DQ for distribution modeling,   u1             

denote the Contextualized Enhancement “Recommending similar and valid scientificce1           

name” and denote the Contextualized Enhancement “Georeferencing using location  ce2         

description”. Thus, the  can be defined as:p(u )i 1   

 

p(u ) ce , }i 1 = { 1 ce2   

 

This instance means that the policy for improving DQ in the context of distribution              

modeling, is comprised of the Contextualized Enhancements: “Recommending similar and          

valid scientific name” and “Georeferencing using location description”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization L 

DQ Profile 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Profile for a particular Use Case. Then, let QPD                

be the union of the DQ Measurement Policy , DQ Validation Policy andQP (u)D          p(u)m     p(u)v   

DQ Improvement Policy in the context the Use Case . Thereby, domain is   p(u)i        u   QPD    

defined by:  

 

QP (u) dqp | dqp p(u) p(u) p(u), mp P , vp P , ip P  u }  D = { = m ⋃ v ⋃ i  ∈ M  ∈ V  ∈ I ⋀  ∈ U  

 

For example: Let denote a Use Case for dealing with DQ for distribution modeling,   u1             

denote the Contextualized Dimension “Coordinates Completeness of Single Records”,cd1           

denote the Contextualized Dimension “Coordinates Completeness of Datasets”,cd2          cd3  

denote the Contextualized Dimension “Taxon Name Completeness of Datasets”, denote         cd4   

the Contextualized Dimension “Taxon Name Accuracy of Single Records”, denote the         cc1    

Contextualized Criterion “Taxon nomenclature must be valid according a taxonomic          

authority”, denote the Contextualized Criteria “At least 90% of records must be cc2             

georeferenced”, denote the Contextualized Enhancement “Recommending similar and ce1         

valid scientific name” and denote the Contextualized Enhancement “Georeferencing    ce2       

using location description”.  

Let the DQ Measurement Policy for be , DQ Validation      u1   ) cd , , , }mp(u1 = { 1 cd2 cd3 cd4    

Policy be and DQ Improvement Policy be . Thus, the  ) cc , }vp(u1 = { 1 cc2       ) ce , }ip(u1 = { 1 ce2    

 can be defined as:qp(u )d 1   



 

 

qp(u ) mp(u ), vp(u ), ip(u )}  d 1 = { 1  1  1   

 

or  

 

qp(u ) cd , , , , , , , }d 1 = { 1 cd2 cd3 cd4 cc1 cc2 ce1 ce2   

 

This instance means that the DQ Profile in the context of distribution modeling is              

comprised of the union of the DQ Measurement Policy, DQ Validation Policy and DQ              

Improvement Policy of the same Use Case. It represents all effort related DQ for assessing               

and managing the fitness for use in a specific context.  

 

Mathematical Formalization M 

MEASUREMENT METHOD 

 

Let be the domain of Measurement Method which represents a subset of MM             

instances of the domain Specifications which are able to measure a particular            

Contextualized Dimension. Then, let denote the subset of Specifications that    M(cd)M        

describe methods to measure the Contextualized Dimension . Thereby, domain is       dc   MM    

defined by:  

 

M(cd) s | s d D}  M = { ⊂ S ⋀ c ∈ C  

 

For example: Let be a Contextualized Dimension for “Completeness of Scientific   cd1          

Names of Datasets”, denotes the Specification “FOREACH(Dataset.records as r)   s1        

IF(r.scientificName!= NULL) THEN completeness++; RETURN     

Dataset.records.size/completeness; ” and denotes the Specification “SELECT  s2      

count(*) AS completeness FROM records WHERE records.scientificName       

<> “”; ”. Thus, the  can be defined as:m(cd )m 1  

 

m(cd ) , }m 1 = {s1 s2  

 

This instance means that the Contextualized Dimension “Completeness of Scientific          

Names of Datasets” can be measured by two different Specifications: “Iterate records and             



 

calculate the proportion of records with scientific name different to null” and “Count the              

number of records with scientific name different to empty”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization N 

VALIDATION METHOD 

 

Let be the domain of Validation Method which represents a subset of instances MV              

of the domain Specifications which are able to validate a particular Contextualized Criterion.             

Then, let denote the subset of Specifications that describe methods to validate the  M(cc)V             

Contextualized Criterion . Thereby,  domain is defined by:cc MV   

 

M(cc) s | s c C}  V = { ⊂ S ⋀ c ∈ C  

 

For example: Let be a Contextualized Criterion “Basis of record of single records   cc1            

must be well-formed”, the Specification “ FossilSpecimen,   s1    asisOfRecordV alueB ⊂ {  

HumanObservation, PreservedSpecimen ” and the Specification }   s2    

“GBIFControlledVocabularyList.contain(record.basisOfRecord)”. Thus, the can be   m(cc )v 1    

defined as: 

 

m(cc ) s , }v 1 = { 1 s2  

 

This instance means that the criteria “Basis of record must be well-formed” can be              

validated by “checking if basis of record is in a specific list of values” or “checking if basis of                   

record is in the list of GBIF controlled vocabulary”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization O 

IMPROVEMENT METHOD 

 

Let be the domain of Improvement Method which represents a subset of MI             

instances of the domain Specifications which are able to improve DQ according a particular              

Contextualized Enhancement. Then, let denote the subset of Specifications that    M(ce)I        

describe methods to improve according to the Contextualized Enhancement . Thereby,         ec   

 domain is defined by:MI   



 

 

M(ce) s | s e E}  I = { ⊂ S ⋀ c ∈ C  

 

For example: Let be a Contextualized Enhancement “Recommending valid and   ce1         

similar names for taxon names of single records”, denotes the Specification “SELECT        s1      

scientific_name FROM col_names order by levenshtein('value',      

scientific_name) limit 3; ” and denote the Specification “SELECT    s2      

scientific_name FROM col_names order by soundex('value',      

scientific_name) limit 2; ” (Postgresql 2015, Levenshtein 1965). Thus, the         m(ce )i 1  

can be defined as: 

 

m(ce ) s , }i 1 = { 1 s2  

 

This instance means that the enhancement “Recommending valid and similar names           

for taxon names of single records” can be performed by “recommending the three most              

similar names of Catalog of Life according the levenshtein algorithm (Levenshtein 1965)” or             

“recommending the two most similar names of Catalog of Life (CoL 2015) according the              

soundex algorithm” (Postgresql 2015).  

 

Mathematical Formalization P 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Let be the domain of Implementation which represents a subset of instances of the I               

domain Mechanisms which implements a particular Specification. Then, let denote the         (s)I    

subset of Mechanisms that implement the Specification . Thereby,  domain is defined by:s I   

 

(s) m | m }  I = { ⊂ M ⋀ s ∈ S  

 

For example: Let be a Specification “SELECT scientific_name FROM   s1        

col_names order by levenshtein('value', scientific_name) limit 3; ”,       

the Mechanism “Web service of Biodiversity Data Digitizer (BDD) (Cartolano et al . 2010)m1               

for suggesting valid scientific names” and the Mechanism “DwC-A Validator 2.0 (GBIF      m2        

2015)”. Thus, the  can be defined as:(s )i 1  

 



 

(s ) m , m }  i 1 = { 1  2  

 

This instance means that the Specification “Recommend the three most similar           

names of Catalog of Life according the levenshtein algorithm” was implemented by a “Web              

service of the BDD” and by the “software DwC-A Validator 2.0”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization Q 

MECHANISM COVERAGE 

 

Let be the domain of Mechanism Coverage which represents a subset of CM             

instances of the domain Specification which are implemented by a particular Mechanism.            

Then, let denote the subset of Specifications that are implemented by the  C(m)M            

Mechanism . Thereby,  domain is defined by:m CM   

 

C(m) s | s }  M = { ⊂ S ⋀ m ∈ M  

 

For example: Let be the Specification “SELECT scientific_name FROM   s1        

col_names order by levenshtein('value', scientific_name) limit 3; ”,       

be the Specification "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM dataset WHEREs2          

decimal_latitude<>'' AND decimal_longitude<>''; " and denote a fictional    m1     

Mechanism denominated “Biodiversity Data Quality Tool (BDQ-Tool)” which implements         

those Specifications. Thus, the  can be defined as:c(m )m 1  

 

c(m ) s , }m 1 = { 1 s2  

 

This instance means that the Mechanism “Biodiversity Data Quality Tool (BDQ-Tool)"           

implements the Specifications "Recommend the three most similar names of Catalog of Life             

according the levenshtein algorithm” and "Counting georeferenced records”.  

 

Mathematical Formalization R 

DQ MEASURE 



 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Measure of a particular Data Resource. Then, let QMD                

denote a set of DQ Measure concerning the Data Resource . Thereby,QM(dr)D            rd   QMD  

domain is defined by:  

 

QM(dr) dqm | dqm < d, , , , d D, , , r R}  D = { = c s m r > c ∈ C s ∈ S m ∈ M r ∈ R ⋀ d ∈ D  

 

For example: Let be a Data Resource which represents a dataset of species   dr1            

occurrences. Let the Contextualized Dimension “Coordinates Numerical Precision of  dc 1         

Datasets”, the Specification “FOREACH(dataset.records as r) s1       

{numericalPrecisionPerRecord +=  

lower(split(r.coordinates.lat,”.”).size,  

split(r.coordinates.lat,”.”).size);} RETURN  

numericalPrecisionPerRecord/dataset.records.size; ”, the Mechanism m1    

“DwC-A Validator 2.0” and the Assertion “6.16352” . Thus, the can be defined    r1        qm(dr )d 1     

as: 

 

qm(dr ) < d , , , }d 1 = { c 1 s1 m1 r1 >  

 

This instance means that the coordinates numerical precision of the dataset is            

“6.16352” and this value was assigned by the software DwC-A Validator 2.0 which             

calculated the value by the average of significant digits of each record of the dataset.  

 

Mathematical Formalization S 

DQ VALIDATION 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Validation of a particular Data Resource. Then, QVD               

let denote a set of DQ Validations concerning the Data Resource . Thereby, QV (dr)D            rd   

 domain is defined by:QVD   

 

QV (dr) dqv | dqv c, , , , cc C, s , , r R}  D = { =  < c s m r >  ∈ C  ∈ S m ∈ M r ∈ R ⋀ d ∈ D  

 

For example: Let be a Data Resource which represents a species occurrence   dr1           

record. Let denote the Contextualized Criterion “Geodetic Datum must be supplied”,  cc 1           s1  



 

denote the Specification “IF(record.geodetic_datum!="") RETURN "valid"      

ELSE RETURN "not valid"; ”, denotes the Mechanism “Darwin Test” and     m1        r1  

denotes Assertion “Valid” . Thus, the  can be defined as:qv(dr )d 1  

 

qv(dr ) < s , , }d 1 = { cc1 1 m1 r1 >  

 

This instance means that there is a DQ Validation which declares that the             

Contextualized Criterion “Geodetic Datum must be supplied” is "Valid" for the specific            

species occurrence and this validation was performed by the software Darwin Test by             

checking if the field Geodetic Datum of the record was not empty.  

 

Mathematical Formalization T 

DQ IMPROVEMENT 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Improvement of a particular Data Resource. QID              

Then, let denote a set of DQ Improvements concerning the Data Resource .  QI(dr)D            rd  

Thereby,  domain is defined by:QID   

 

QI(dr) dqi | dqi e, , , , ce E, , , r R}  D = { =  < c s m r >  ∈ C s ∈ S m ∈ M r ∈ R ⋀ d ∈ D  

 

For example: Let be a Data Resource which represents a species occurrence   dr1           

record. Let denote the Contextualized Enhancement “Suggest a similar and valid  ec 1           

scientific name”, denote the Specification “SELECT scientific_name FROM col_db  s1         

WHERE col_db.valid=TRUE ORDER BY    

levenshtein(col_bd.scientific_name,record.scientific_name) LIMIT  

2; ”, denote the Mechanism “DwC-A Validator 2.0” and denote the Assertion m1         r1     

["Apis","Iris"] . Thus, the  can be defined as:qi(dr )d 1  

 

qi(dr ) < e , , , }d 1 = { c 1 s1 m1 r1 >  

 

This instance means that there is a correction recommendation for exchanging the            

current value of the scientific name by the Assertion “Apis” or “Iris”. This Assertion was               

obtained by selecting the two most similar valid names based on the Levenshtein distance in               

the Catalog of Life database using the software DwC-A Validator 2.0.  



 

 

Mathematical Formalization U 

DQ ASSESSMENT 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Assessment for a particular Data Resource. Then, A               

let denote a set of DQ Measures, DQ Validations and DQ Improvements which assist (dr)A               

data users assess the fitness for use of the Data Resource . Thereby, domain is           rd   A    

defined by:  

 

(dr) dqm(dr) qv(dr) qi(dr) | dqm QM, dqv QV , dqi QI r R}  A = { ⋃ d ⋃ d ∈ D  ∈ D  ∈ D ⋀ d ∈ D  

 

For example: Let be a Data Resource which represents a record of species   dr1            

occurrence. Let denote a DQ Measure related to the “Coordinates Numerical Precision  dqm1            

of Single Record” with Assertion equal “6.7” for , denote a DQ Measure related to        dr1  dqm2        

the “Coordinates Completeness of Single Record” with Assertion equal “Complete” for ,           dr1  

denote a DQ Measure related to the “Accuracy of Scientific Names of Single Record”dqm3                

with Assertion equal “Valid Name” for , denote a DQ Validation related to “Basis of      dr1  dqv1          

record must be well-formed” with Assertion equal “Valid” for and denote the DQ         dr1   dqi1     

Improvement related to the procedure “Double check taxon identification by at least two             

different taxonomists” with Assertion “Checked by one regional expert in the taxon with high              

certainty and one non-expert in the taxon with some doubt” for . Thus, the can be           dr1    (dr )a 1    

defined as: 

 

(dr ) dqm , , , , }a 1 = { 1 dqm2 dqm3 dqv1 dqi1  

 

This instance represents five DQ Assertions related to three measures, one           

validation and one improvement, associated to a record of species occurrence. Based on the              

measures of the Contextualized Dimensions "Coordinates Precision", "Coordinates        

Completeness" and "Scientific Name Accuracy", the validation of the Contextualized          

Criterion “Basis of record is well-formed” and the improvement related to the Contextualized             

Enhancement "Double check taxon identification by at least two different taxonomists", data            

users are able to assess if the record of species occurrence is fit for use. In addition, this                  

judgement can be refined if users take into account information about the Specifications and              

Mechanisms used to obtain those measures, validations and improvement.  



 

 

Mathematical Formalization V 

DQ MANAGEMENT BY QUALITY CONTROL 

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Management by Quality Control for a particular CQ               

Data Resource. Then, let denote a set of DQ Validations and Improvements which    C(dr)Q           

assist the decrease of error and improvement of the fitness for use of the Data Resource .                rd  

Thereby,  domain is defined by:CQ   

 

C(dr) dqv(dr) qi(dr) | dqv QV , dqi QI r R}  Q = { ⋃ d ∈ D  ∈ D ⋀ d ∈ D  

 

For example: Let be a Data Resource which represents a record of species   dr1            

occurrence. Let denote the DQ Validation related to the Contextualized Criterion “Basis  dqv1            

of record must be well-formed” with Assertion equal “Not valid” for . Let denote the           dr1   dqi1    

DQ Improvement related to Contextualized Enhancement “Recommend a valid and similar           

taxon name” with Assertion “Apis mellifera ” for . Thus, the  can be defined as:dr1 C(dr )Q 1  

 

c(dr ) dqv , }q 1 = { 1 dqi1  

 

This instance means that the quality of the record of species occurrence can be              

improved by double checking the invalid Basis of Record and accepting the correction             

recommendation with the value “Apis mellifera ” for the taxon name.  

 

Mathematical Formalization W 

DQ MANAGEMENT BY QUALITY ASSURANCE  

 

Let be the domain for the DQ Management by Quality Assurance for a particular AQ               

Data Resource. Then, let denotes a set of DQ Validations which have satisfactory    A(dr)Q           

Assertion to assure that the Data Resource is fit for use. Thereby, domain is defined       rd       AQ     

by:  

 

A(dr) dqv(dr) | dqv QV r R}  Q = { ∈ D ⋀ d ∈ D  

 



 

For example: Let be a Data Resource which represents a record of species   dr1            

occurrence. Let denote the DQ Validation related to the Contextualized Criterion  dqv1           

“Scientific name must be valid” with Assertion equal “Valid” for and denote the DQ          dr1   dqv2     

Validation related to the Contextualized Criterion “Coordinates must be valid” with Assertion            

equal “Valid” for . Thus, the  can be defined as:dr1 A(dr )Q 1  

 

a(dr ) dqv , }q 1 = { 1 dqv2  

 

This instance means that the record of species occurrence satisfies all of the             

requirements defined by , then the quality of the record is assured.aq   
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APPENDIX B – Study Case

The purpose of this document is to present a proof of concept that allow us to stress
all the concepts of the framework, and show how it can be used to assess the fitness for use of
biodiversity data.



FRAMEWORK VALIDATION - PROOF OF CONCEPT 
 
The purpose of this document is to present a proof of concept that allows us to stress                 

all the concepts of the framework, and show how it can be used to assess the fitness for use                   
of biodiversity data. 

This document is organized into three sections: DQ Needs, DQ Solutions and DQ             
Report, and each section is organized into two subsections: Fundamental Concepts and            
Derived Concepts. In summary, this document presents: 

1. DQ Needs: Definition of the meaning of "fitness for use" for a specific context.              
In this section we define a scope delimitation with a Use Case, a set of IEs                
that are valuable for this Use Case and a set of Contextualized Dimensions,             
Contextualized Criteria and Contextualized Enhancements necessary for the        
assessment and management of the fitness for use for the defined Use Case.  
1.1. Fundamental Concepts: Definition of instances of the fundamental        

concepts Use Case, IE, Dimension, Criterion and Enhancement and         
properties Usages and Resource Type. No relationship between        
concepts and properties are defined in this subsection. It serves as a            
fundamental concepts repository that provides concepts instances to        
be combined for defining new derived concepts instances.  

1.2. Derived Concepts: Definition of instances of the derived concepts         
Valuable IE, Contextualized Dimension, Contextualized Criterion,      
Contextualized Enhancement, Acceptable DQ Measures,     
Improvement Target, DQ Measurement Policy, DQ Validation Policy,        
DQ Improvement Policy and DQ Profile. Those concepts instances         
are defined by combining fundamental and other derived concepts         
instances.  

2. DQ Solutions: Definition of methods and tools for meeting the defined DQ            
Needs. In this section we define a set of Specifications as methods for             
measuring, validating and improving all the previously defined Contextualized         
Dimensions, Contextualized Criteria and Contextualized Enhancements,      
respectively, and a set of Mechanisms that implement those Specifications.  
2.1. Fundamental Concepts: Definition of instances of the fundamental        

concepts Specification and Mechanism. No relationship between       
concepts are defined in this subsection. It serves as a fundamental           
concepts repository that provides concepts instances to be combined         
for defining new derived concepts instances.  

2.2. Derived Concepts: Definition of instances of the derived concepts         
Measurement Methods, Validation Methods, Improvement Methods,      
Implementations and Mechanisms Coverage. Those concepts      
instances are defined by combining fundamental and other derived         
concepts instances from DQ Solutions and DQ Needs concept         
classes.  

3. DQ Report: Definition of a set of DQ measures, validations and           
improvements assertions assigned to a dataset or to a single record. In this             
section we presents how two Data Resources can have their fitness for use             



assessed and managed with a set of DQ Measures, DQ Validations and DQ             
Improvements generated according to the DQ Solutions and DQ Needs          
defined previously.  
3.1. Fundamental Concept: Definition of instances of the fundamental        

concept Data Resource. No relationship between concepts are        
defined in this subsection. It serves as a fundamental concepts          
repository that provides concepts instances to be combined for         
defining new derived concepts instances.  

3.2. Derived Concepts: Definition of instances of the derived concepts         
DQ Measure, DQ Validation, DQ Improvement, DQ Assessment, DQ         
Management by Quality Control and DQ Management by Quality         
Assurance. Those concepts instances are defined by combining        
fundamental and derived concepts instances from DQ Report, DQ         
Solutions and DQ Needs concept classes. 

1. DQ Needs 
This section covers the definition of fundamental and derived concepts related to DQ             

requirements in a context delimited by the concept Use Case described in Table A. The DQ                
Needs concepts describe how data must be addressed to enable the assessment and             
management of fitness for use of data according to a particular Use Case context. In this                
case, we will address DQ Needs related to curation of biological collections. 

 

1.1. Fundamental Concepts 
This subsection describes DQ Needs concepts instances that are independent of           

context and of the relationships with other concepts. In order to allow the concepts instances               
to be reused for different purposes and contexts, they are listed here (like a repository of                
fundamental concepts instances) without any relationship with other concept instances.          
Such relationships will be presented later in Subsection 1.2. 

Table A presents a Use Case that defines a scope delimitation concerning DQ. In the               
case of this proof of concept a single use case was defined for the sake of brevity of the text                    
and ease of understanding of the process and its results. 

Table A - Use Case 

ID Label Description 

u1  Curation of  
Biological 
Collections 

This Use Case is related to the curation tasks required to           
keep biological collections data complete, consistent,      
accurate and precise to ensure species occurrence data        
is fit for general use. 

 
Table B presents the Usages, that are specific tasks performed with data by data              

users.  

Table B - Usages  

ID Label Description 



us1  General uses  
of occurrence  
data 

General uses of data that comprise the location and date          
of a taxon event. 

us2  Geospatial 
distribution 
of species 

General uses of species occurrences data for species        
distribution visualization and geospatial analysis. 

 
Table C presents a set of IEs that represent elements of the real world.  

Table C - Information Elements  

ID Label Description 

ie1  Coordinates A geospatial location on Earth.  
 
Composed of:  
dwc:decimalLatitude, dwc:decimalLongitude 

ie2  Collected 
Date 

A day, month and year.  
 
Composed of:  
dwc:eventDate 

ie3  SciName The scientific name of a species. 
 
Composed of:  
dwc:scientificName, dwc:authorshipName 

ie4  Occurrence An occurrence comprises the location and date where a         
species sample was collected or observed and its        
identification with its scientific name.  
 
Composed of: 

, , ie1 ie2 ie3  

 
Table D presents a set of fundamental measurable quality aspects of data.  

Table D - Dimensions 

ID Label Description 

d1  Precision Measure of the exactness, resolution or granularity of        
data. 

d2  Completeness Measure of the extent to which data is present and          
suitable for use for a specific task.  

d3  Accuracy Measure of the correctness or absence of errors in the          
data. 

d4  Consistency Measure of  the absence of contradictions in the data. 



 
Table E presents a set of statements that describe fundamental principles or            

standards by which data are judged regarding quality.  

Table E - Criteria 

ID Statement 

c1  DQ measure must have acceptable value.  

c2  Data must comply with standard format requirement.  

 
Table F presents a set of statements that describe activities required to improve DQ.  

Table F - Enhancements 

ID Statement 

e1  Recommend correction based on associated data.  

e2  Recommend correction based on standard(s).  

e3  Recommend correction based on authorities’ data      
source(s). 

e4  Correct data based on correction recommendations.  

e5  Disregard unsuitable data.  

 
Although the Resource Type is a property inherent to the concept Data Resource, it              

is used in several contextualized concepts of DQ Needs class. Therefore, we present the              
Resource Type instances in this Subsection, in Table G. 

Table G - Resource Types 

ID Label Description 

rt1  Single Record Data is a single record. 

rt2  Dataset Data is a set of records. 

 

1.2. Derived Concepts 
This subsection describes DQ Needs concepts instances that are defined by the            

relationships between fundamental concepts instances or other derived concepts instances.          
These relationships define new concepts instances with their own meaning.  

Table H presents a definition of the relationship between a Use Cases concept and a               
set of Usages (properties).  

Table H - Use Case Coverage 

Definition Description 



c(u ) us , }u 1 = { 1 us1  The coverage of the Use Case Curation of Biological         
Collections encompasses the Usages General uses      
of occurrence data and Geospatial distribution      
of species .  

 
Table I presents a definition of the relationship between a Use Case and a set of IEs.                 

It defines a set of IEs that are valuable for the purposes of a particular Use Case.  

Table I - Valuable IE  

Definition Description 

) {ie , , , }vie(u1 =  1 ie2 ie3 ie4  Coordinates , Collected Date , SciName and     
Occurrence are considered valuable for Curation of       
Biological Collections . 
 
These IE must have quality in order for a data (Single           
Record or Dataset ) to be fit for use; accordingly those IE           
must be the target of DQ Assessment and DQ         
Management in order to measure, validate and improve the         
quality of data.  

 

The same fundamental Dimension can have different meanings when it is related to             
different IEs and Resource Types. Table J presents a set of measurable quality aspects              
where each Dimension measures the quality of a specific IE and Resource Type. Each              
instance in the table defines a quantitative or qualitative quality measurement for a specific              
IE and Resource Type.  

Table J - Contextualized Dimensions 

Definition Label Description 

 , ,cd1 =  < d1 ie1 rt1 >  
 

Single 
Record 
Coordinates  
Numerical  
Precision  

Measure the numerical Precision ( ) of    d1   
Coordinates ( ) based on the number of ie1       
decimals of Coordinates of a Single      
Record ( ). Fewer digits mean worse rt1      
Precision of Coordinates , but many digits      
does not necessarily mean better real      
Precision  of Coordinates . 

 , ,cd2 =  < d2 ie1 rt1 >   Single 
Record 
Coordinates  
Completeness  

Measure the Completeness based on the      
presence of all values for Coordinates . 

 , ,cd3 =  < d4 ie1 rt1 >   Single 
Record 
Coordinates  
Consistency  

Measure the Consistency of Coordinates     
with the associated country, state/province,     
county and locality of record. 



 , ,cd4 =  < d2 ie1 rt2 >   Dataset  
Coordinates  
Completeness  

Measure the Completeness based on the      
proportion of records that have all values of        
Coordinates  supplied. 

 , ,cd5 =  < d4 ie1 rt2 >   Dataset  
Coordinates 
Consistency  

Measure the Consistency based on the      
proportion of records that have Coordinates      
values consistent with associated country,     
state/province, county and locality of record. 

 , ,cd6 =  < d1 ie1 rt2 >   Dataset  
Coordinates  
Numerical  
Precision  

Measure the Precision based on the average       
number of decimal digits of Coordinates of       
records of Dataset . Fewer digits mean worse       
Precision , but many digits does not      
necessarily mean better true Coordinates     
Precision . 

 , ,cd7 =  < d2 ie3 rt1 >   Single 
Record 
SciName  
Completeness  

Measure the Completeness based on the      
presence of all values for SciName . 

 , ,cd8 =  < d3 ie3 rt1 >   Single 
Record 
SciName  
Accuracy  

Measure the Accuracy based on the      
presence of correct values of SciName      
according to nomenclature authorities. 

 , ,cd9 =  < d2 ie3 rt2 >   Dataset  
SciName  
Completeness  

Measure the Completeness based on the      
proportion of records that have all values       
supplied for SciName . 

 , ,cd10 =  < d3 ie3 rt2 >  Dataset  
SciName  
Accuracy  

Measure the Accuracy based on the      
proportion of records that have presence of       
correct values of SciName according to      
nomenclature authorities. 

 , ,cd11 =  < d2 ie2 rt1 >  Single 
Record 
Collected 
Date 
Completeness  

Measure the Completeness based on the      
presence of value for Collected Date . 

 , ,cd12 =  < d4 ie2 rt1 >  Single 
Record 
Collected 
Date 
Consistency  

Measure the Consistency of Collected     
Date value with modified date and with the life         
span of the collector. 

 , ,cd13 =  < d2 ie2 rt2 >  Dataset  
Collected 
Date 
Completeness  

Measure the Completeness based on the      
proportion of records that have a value supplied        
for Collected Date . 



 , ,cd14 =  < d4 ie2 rt2 >  Dataset  
Collected 
Date 
Consistency  

Measure the Consistency based on the      
proportion of records which Collected Date      
value is consistent with modified date and with        
the life span of the collector. 

 , ,cd15 =  < d2 ie4 rt1 >  Single 
Record 
Occurrence  
Completeness   

Measure the Completeness based on the      
presence of all values for Coordinates ,      
SciName  and Collected Date . 

 , ,cd16 =  < d2 ie4 rt2 >  Dataset  
Occurrence  
Completeness  

Measure the Completeness based on the      
proportion of records in a Dataset that have        
Coordinates , SciName and Collected    
Date  values supplied. 

 , ,cd17 =  < d3 ie4 rt1 >  Single 
Record 
Occurrence  
Accuracy  

Measure the Accuracy based on the      
Consistency measures of Coordinates    
and Collected Date and the Accuracy      
measure of SciName . 

 , ,cd18 =  < d3 ie4 rt2 >  Dataset  
Occurrence  
Accuracy  

Measure the Accuracy based on the      
proportion of records in a Dataset that have        
consistent Coordinates and Collected    
Date  and accurate SciName  . 

 
The same fundamental Criterion can have different meanings when it is related to             

different IEs and Resource Types. Table K presents a set of statements that describe              
principles or standards by which a specific IE of data, in the context of a determined                
Resource Type, is judged regarding quality.  

Table K - Contextualized Criteria 

Definition Statement 

 , ,cc1 =  < c1 ie1 rt1 >  Coordinates Numerical Precision must be higher      
than 4 

 , ,cc2 =  < c1 ie1 rt1 >   Coordinates must be complete  

 , ,cc3 =  < c1 ie1 rt1 >   Coordinates must be consistent  

 , ,cc4 =  < c1 ie1 rt2 >  All records in a Dataset must have complete        
Coordinates 

 , ,cc5 =  < c1 ie1 rt2 >  All records in a Dataset must have consistent        
Coordinates 

 , ,cc6 =  < c1 ie1 rt2 >  Average value of Coordinates Numerical Precision      
within a Dataset must be higher than 4  

 , ,cc7 =  < c1 ie3 rt1 >  SciName must be complete  



 , ,cc8 =  < c1 ie3 rt1 >  SciName must be accurate  

 , ,cc9 =  < c1 ie3 rt2 >  All records in a Dataset must have complete        
SciName 

 , ,cc10 =  < c1 ie3 rt2 >  All records in a Dataset must have accurate        
SciName 

 , ,cc11 =  < c1 ie2 rt1 >  Collected Date must be complete  

 , ,cc12 =  < c1 ie2 rt1 >  Collected Date must be consistent  

 , ,cc13 =  < c1 ie2 rt2 >  All records in a Dataset must have complete        
Collected Date  

 , ,cc14 =  < c1 ie2 rt2 >  All records of Dataset must have consistent       
Collected Date  

 , ,cc15 =  < c1 ie4 rt1 >  Occurrence must be complete  

 , ,cc16 =  < c1 ie4 rt2 >  All records in a Dataset must have Occurrence        
complete 

 , ,cc17 =  < c2 ie2 rt1 >  Collected Date must follow ISO 8601 standard       
format 

 , ,cc18 =  < c1 ie4 rt1 >  Occurrence must be accurate  

 , ,cc19 =  < c1 ie4 rt2 >  All records in a Dataset must have accurate        
Occurrence 

 
A Contextualized Criterion may define an acceptable measure for a Contextualized           

Dimension. Table L presents a set of definitions of Contextualized Criteria that define an              
acceptable measure for a specific Contextualized Dimension.  

Table L - Acceptable DQ Measures 

Definition Description 

m(cd ) cc }a 1 = { 1  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc1       
the Contextualized Dimension cd1   

m(cd ) cc }a 2 = { 2   The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc2       
the Contextualized Dimension cd2  

m(cd ) cc }a 3 = { 3   The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc3       
the Contextualized Dimension cd3  

m(cd ) cc }a 4 = { 4  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc4       
the Contextualized Dimension cd4  

) cc }am(cd5 = { 5  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc5       



the Contextualized Dimension cd5  

m(cd ) cc }a 6 = { 6  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc6       
the Contextualized Dimension cd6  

m(cd ) cc }a 7 = { 7  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc7       
the Contextualized Dimension cd7  

m(cd ) cc }a 8 = { 8  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc8       
the Contextualized Dimension cd8  

m(cd ) cc }a 9 = { 9  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc9       
the Contextualized Dimension cd9  

m(cd ) cc }a 10 = { 10  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc10       
the Contextualized Dimension cd10  

m(cd ) cc }a 11 = { 11  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc11       
the Contextualized Dimension cd11  

m(cd ) cc }a 12 = { 12  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc12       
the Contextualized Dimension cd12  

m(cd ) cc }a 13 = { 13  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc13       
the Contextualized Dimension cd13  

m(cd ) cc }a 14 = { 14  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc14       
the Contextualized Dimension cd14  

m(cd ) cc }a 15 = { 15  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc15       
the Contextualized Dimension cd15  

m(cd ) cc }a 16 = { 16  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc16       
the Contextualized Dimension cd16  

m(cd ) cc }a 17 = { 18  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc18       
the Contextualized Dimension cd17  

m(cd ) cc }a 18 = { 19  The Contextualized Criterion defines an acceptable measure for   cc19       
the Contextualized Dimension cd18  

 

The same fundamental Enhancement can have different meanings when it is related            
to different IEs and Resource Types. Table M presents a set of statements that describe               
activities required to improve DQ of an IE in the context of a determined Resource Type.  

Table M - Contextualized Enhancements 

Definition Statement 

 , ,ce1 =  < e3 ie3 rt1 >  Recommendation of SciName based on nomenclature      



authorities 

 , ,ce2 =  < e2 ie2 rt1 >   Recommendation of Collected Date based on ISO       
8601 standard 

 , ,ce3 =  < e1 ie1 rt1 >   
 

Recommendation of Coordinates based on the      
associated country, state/province, county and     
locality 

 , ,ce4 =  < e4 ie1 rt2 >   
 

Accept all recommendations for each Single Record       
in Dataset 

 , ,ce5 =  < e5 ie1 rt2 >   
 

Disregard all records that are not compliant with        
all DQ Criteria  

 

A Contextualized Enhancement might improve the measures of a set of           
Contextualized Dimensions and might make the set of Contextualized Criteria compliant.           
Table N presents a set of definitions of Contextualized Dimensions that might be improved,              
and a set of Contextualized Criteria that might be made compliant with the application of a                
specific Contextualized Enhancement.  

Table N - Improvement Target 

Definition Description 

) cd , , , d ,it(ce1 = { 8 cd10 cd7 c 9 cd17,  
           , , , cc ,cd18 cd15 cd16 cc8, 10  
           , , , , ,cc7 cc9 cc18 cc19 cc15  
           }cc16  

The Contextualized Enhancement might enable the   ce1     
improvement of the measures of the Contextualized       
Dimensions , , , , , , and cd7  cd8 cd9 cd10 cd15 cd16 cd17  cd18  
and might make the Contextualized Criteria , ,      cc7  cc8  

, , , ,  and  compliant.cc9 cc10 cc15 cc16 cc18 cc19  

) cd , , , d ,it(ce2 = { 11 cd12 cd13 c 14  
           , , , ,cd15 cd17 cd16 cd18  
           , , , , ,cc11 cc12 cc17 cc13 cc14  
           , , , }cc15 cc18 cc16 cc19  

The Contextualized Enhancement might enable the   ce2     
improvement of the measures of the Contextualized       
Dimensions , , , , , , and cd11  cd12 cd13 cd14 cd15 cd16 cd17  
might make the Contextualized Criteria , , ,     cc11  cc12  cc13  

, , ,  and  compliant.cc14 cc15 cc16 cc18 cc19  

) cd , , , d , d ,it(ce3 = { 2 cd3 cd4 c 5 c 15  
           , , ,cd17 cd16 cd18 , ,cc2 cc3  
           , , , , ,cc4 cc5 cc15 cc18 cc16  
           }cc19  

The Contextualized Enhancement might enable the   ce3     
improvement of the measures of the Contextualized       
Dimensions , , , , , , and cd2  cd3 cd4 cd5 cd15 cd16 cd17  cd18  
and might make the Contextualized Criteria , ,      cc2  cc3  

, , , ,  and  compliant.cc4 cc5 cc15 cc16 cc18 cc19  

) cd , , , d , d ,it(ce4 = { 2 cd3 cd4 c 5 c 7  
          , , , , ,cd8 cd9 cd10 cd11 cd12   
          , , , ,cd13 cd14 cd15 cd16 cd17,  
          , , , , , ,cd18 cc2 cc3 cc4 cc5 cc7  
          , , , , ,cc8 cc9 cc10 cc11 cc12  
          , , , , ,cc13 cc14 cc15 cc16 cc17  
          , }cc18 cc19  

The Contextualized Enhancement might enable the   ce4     
improvement of the measures of the Contextualized       
Dimensions , , , , , , , , , cd2  cd3 cd4 cd5 cd7 cd8  cd9  cd10 cd11  

, , , , , and and mightcd12  cd13  cd14 cd15  cd16  cd17  cd18    
make the Contextualized Criteria , , , , ,    cc2  cc3  cc4  cc5 cc7

, , , , , , , , , ,cc8  cc9  cc10 cc11  cc12  cc13  cc14 cc15  cc16  cc17  
 and  compliant.cc18 cc19  



) cd , , , d , d ,it(ce5 = { 4 cd5 cd6 c 13 c 14  
           , , ,cd9 cd10 cd16 , ,cd18 cc4  
           , , , , ,cc5 cc6 cc9 cc10 cc13  
           , , }cc14 cc16 cc19  

The Contextualized Enhancement might enable the   ce5     
improvement of the measures of the Contextualized       
Dimensions , , , , , , , and cd4  cd5 cd6 cd9 cd10 cd13 cd14  cd16   
might make the Contextualized Criteria , , ,     cc4  cc5  cc6  

, , , ,  and  compliant.cc9 cc10 cc13 cc14 cc16 cc19  

 
Table O presents a set of Contextualized Dimensions that are used to measure the              

DQ in the context of a specific Use Case.  

Table O - DQ Measurement Policy 

Definition Description 

) cd , .., }mp(u1 = { 1 . cd18  The set of Contextualized Dimensions defines what  cd , .., }{ 1 . cd18       
should be measured in order to assist fitness for use assessment           
in the context of Curation of Biological Collections (        

).u1   

 
Table P presents a set of Contextualized Criteria that are used to validate the DQ in                

the context  of a specific Use Case. 

Table P - DQ Validation Policy 

Definition Description 

) cc , .., }vp(u1 = { 1 . cc19  The set of Contextualized Criteria defines what  cc , .., }{ 1 . cc19       
should be validated in order to assist the fitness for use           
assessment and management in the context of Curation of         
Biological Collections  ( ).u1   

 
Table Q presents a set of Contextualized Enhancements that are used to improve             

the DQ in the context of a specific Use Case.  

Table Q - DQ Improvement Policy 

Definition Description 

) ce , .., }ip(u1 = { 1 . ce5  The set of Contextualized Enhancement defines what  ce , .., }{ 1 . ce5       
should be improved in order to assist the fitness for use           
assessment and management in the context of Curation of         
Biological Collections  ( ).u1  

 
Table R presents a set of Contextualized Dimensions, Contextualized Criteria and           

Contextualized Enhancements that are used for the assessment and management of the            
fitness for use of data in the context of a specific Use Case.  

Table R - DQ Profile 

Definition Description 



) cd , .., , , .., , , .., }dqp(u1 = { 1 . cd18 cc1 . cc19 ce1 . ce5  The set  cd , .., , cc , .., , , .., }{ 1 . cd18  1 . cc19 ce1 . ce5  
of Contextualized Dimensions,   
Contextualized Criteria and Contextualized    
Enhancement, respectively, defines what    
should be measured, validated and     
improved in order to assist the fitness for        
use assessment and management in the      
context of Curation of Biological     
Collections  ( ).u1  

 

2. DQ Solutions 
This section covers fundamental and derived concepts related to methods, tools and            

any other resource used or effort made to meet DQ Needs. The DQ Solution concepts               
describe how DQ Needs can be addressed in terms of implementation to enable the              
assessment and management of fitness for use of data. In this case, we will specifically               
address DQ Solutions to meet DQ Needs described in Section 1. 

2.1. Fundamental Concepts 
This subsection describes DQ Solutions concepts instances that are independent of           

context and of relationships with other concepts. In order to allow the concepts instances to               
be reused for different purposes and contexts, they are listed here (like a repository of               
fundamental concepts instances) without any relationship with other concept instances, such           
relationships will be presented later in the Subsection 2.2. 

Table S presents brief descriptions in natural language of methods of how to perform              
some deed of measurement, validation and improvement of data.  

Table S - Specifications 

ID Description 

s1  Method description:  
Check if values (disregarding extra spaces) for both dwc:decimalLatitude and          
dwc:decimalLongitude are different to zero and different to empty. Applicable to           
Darwin Core based single records. 

s2  Method description:  
Check if dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude values are consistent        
with coordinates ranges (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range            
from -180 to 180) and are consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or close              
enough (currently defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country,           
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality. Applicable to Darwin Core        
based single records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity. 

s3  Method description:  



Calculate the average of the number of characters after "." of           
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude. Applicable to Darwin Core       
based single records. 

s4  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of records in dataset with values (disregarding extra           
spaces) different to zero and different to empty for both dwc:decimalLatitude           
and dwc:decimalLongitude. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based         
records. 

s5  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of records dwc:decimalLatitude and       
dwc:decimalLongitude values consistent with coordinates ranges (latitudes       
range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are consistent               
with the bounds of dwc:country or close enough (currently defined as 200 km)             
from the georeference for dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and        
dwc:locality. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity. 

s6  Method description:  
Calculate the mean of the average number of characters after "." of            
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude of records of dataset.       
Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based records. 

s7  Method description:  
Check if values (disregarding extra spaces) for both dwc:scientificName and          
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship are different to empty. Applicable to Darwin Core         
based single records. 

s8  Method description:  
Check against nomenclature authorities if there is an exact match with both            
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values. Applicable to      
Darwin Core based single records. 
 
Nomenclatural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 

s9  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of records in dataset with values (disregarding extra           
spaces) different to empty for both dwc:scientificName and        
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based        
records. 

s10  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of records with an exact match of both           
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with     
nomenclatural authorities. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based         
records. 



 
Nomenclatural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 

s11  Method description:  
Check if value (disregarding extra spaces) for dwc:eventDate is different to           
empty. Applicable to Darwin Core based single records. 

s12  Method description:  
Check if dwc:eventDate value is correctly formatted according to ISO 8601           
standard and is before dwc:modified and within life span of dwc:collectedBy.           
Applicable to Darwin Core based single records. 
 
Life span of collectors sources: Harvard List of Botanists | FilteredPush           
Entomologists List. 

s13  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of records in dataset that have the dwc:eventDate           
value (disregarding extra spaces) different to empty. Applicable to datasets of           
Darwin Core based records. 

s14  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of dwc:eventDate value records that are correctly          
formatted according to ISO 8601 standard and that are before dwc:modified           
and within life span of collector. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based             
records. 
 
Life span of collectors sources: Harvard List of Botanists | FilteredPush           
Entomologists List. 

s15  Method description:  
Check if values (disregarding extra spaces) for both dwc:decimalLatitude and          
dwc:decimalLongitude are different to zero or empty and values for          
dwc:eventDate, dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship are     
different to empty. Applicable to Darwin Core based single records. 

s16  Method description:  
Change signs (positive and negative) of dwc:decimalLatitude and        
dwc:decimalLongitude and recommend the dwc:decimalLatitude and      
dwc:decimalLongitude that is consistent with dwc:country or consistent with the          
georeference of dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality.       
Applicable to Darwin Core based single records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity.  

s17  Method description:  
Check if dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude values are consistent        
with coordinates ranges (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range            
from -180 to 180) and are consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or close              



enough (currently defined as 200 km) to the georeference for dwc:country,           
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality and if dwc:eventDate value is         
correctly formatted according to ISO 8601 standard and is before dwc:modified           
and within life span of dwc:collectedBy and if there is an exact match with both               
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with     
nomenclature authorities. Applicable to Darwin Core based single records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity. 
 
Life span of collectors sources: Harvard List of Botanists | FilteredPush           
Entomologists List. 
 
Nomenclatural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 

s18  Method description:  
Recommend the most similar and valid Scientific Name and Scientific Name           
Authorship according to nomenclature authorities based on string similarity         
algorithms and in nomenclature rules and conventions. Details can be found at:            
http://sourceforge.net/p/filteredpush/svn/HEAD/tree/trunk/FP-Tools/FP-Curation
Services/src/main/java/edu/harvard/mcz/nametools/. Applicable to Darwin Core     
based single records. 
 
Nomencaltural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 

s19  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of records in dataset with values for          
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude that are consistent with       
coordinates ranges (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range from            
-180 to 180) and are consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or close enough              
(currently defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country,          
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality and value for dwc:eventDate is         
correctly formatted according to ISO 8601 standard and is before dwc:modified           
and within life span of dwc:collectedBy and there is an exact match with both              
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with     
nomenclature authorities. Applicable to Darwin Core based single records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity. 
 
Life span of collectors sources: Harvard List of Botanists | FilteredPush           
Entomologists List. 
 
Nomenclatural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 



s20  Method description:  
Recommend ISO 8601 standardized value for dwc:eventDate based on its own           
value, changing the order of year, month and day if they can be parsed or try to                 
use dwc:year, dwc:month, dwc:day and dwc:startDayOfYear values to infer the          
corresponding dwc:evendDate value. Applicable to Darwin Core based single         
records. 

s21  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records in dataset with values for           
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude that are consistent with       
coordinates ranges (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range from            
-180 to 180) and are consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or close enough              
(currently defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country,          
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality and value for dwc:eventDate is         
correctly formatted according to ISO 8601 standard and is before dwc:modified           
and within life span of dwc:collectedBy and there is an exact match with both              
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with     
nomenclature authorities is equal 100%. Applicable to Darwin Core based          
single records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity. 
 
Life span of collectors sources: Harvard List of Botanists | FilteredPush           
Entomologists List. 
 
Nomenclatural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 

s22  Method description:  
Calculate the proportion of records with values (disregarding extra spaces) for           
both dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude that are different to zero         
or empty and values for dwc:eventDate, dwc:scientificName and        
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship that are different to empty. Applicable to        
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 

s23  Method description:  
Check if the average of the number of characters after "." of            
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude is higher than 4. Applicable to         
Darwin Core based single records. 

s24  Method description:  
Check if dwc:eventDate is according to ISO 8601 standard specification. See           
details in: http://momentjs.com/docs/. Applicable to Darwin Core based single         
records. 

s25  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records in dataset with values (disregarding extra            
spaces) different to zero and different to empty for both dwc:decimalLatitude           



and dwc:decimalLongitude is equal 100%. Applicable to datasets of Darwin          
Core based records. 

s26  Method description:  
Check if the mean of the average of the number of characters after "." of               
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude of records of dataset is higher         
than 4. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based records. 

s27  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records in dataset with values (disregarding extra            
spaces) different to empty for both dwc:scientificName and        
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship is equal to 100%. Applicable to datasets of         
Darwin Core based records. 

s28  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records in dataset with values (disregarding extra            
spaces) different to empty for dwc:eventDate is equal to 100%. Applicable to            
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 

s29  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records that have values (disregarding extra spaces            
characters) for both dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude that are        
different to zero or empty and values for dwc:eventDate, dwc:scientificName          
and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship that are different to empty is equal 100%.          
Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based records. 

s30  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records dwc:decimalLatitude and        
dwc:decimalLongitude values that are consistent with coordinates ranges        
(latitudes range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are               
consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or close enough (currently defined as            
200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county         
and dwc:locality is equal 100%. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based            
records. 

s31  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records with an exact match of both            
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with     
nomenclature authorities is equal 100%. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core           
based records. 

s32  Method description:  
Check if the proportion of records of dwc:eventDate is correctly formatted           
according to ISO 8601 standard and is before dwc:modified and within life span             
of collector is equal 100%. Applicable to a dataset of Darwin Core records. 

s33  Method description:  
For all records in dataset, change values of dwc:scientificName and          
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship to the most similar and valid dwc:scientificName        
and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship according to nomenclature authorities based       
on string similarity algorithms and in nomenclature rules and conventions;          
change value of dwc:eventDate to an ISO 8601 standardized value based on            



its own value when it is possible to parse value into year, month and day or                
change dwc:eventDate to a date obtained from dwc:year, dwc:month, dwc:day          
and dwc:startDayOfYear values; and change values of dwc:decimalLatitude        
and dwc:decimalLongitude values with different signs (positive and negative)         
that is consistent with dwc:country or consistent with the georeference of           
dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality. Applicable to       
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity. 
 
Life span of collectors sources: Harvard List of Botanists | FilteredPush           
Entomologists List. 
 
Nomenclatural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 

s34  Method description:  
Disregard records in dataset with dwc:decimalLatitude and       
dwc:decimalLongitude values that are both equal to zero or one of them is             
equal to empty or they are not consistent with coordinates ranges (latitudes            
range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are not               
consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or not close enough (currently           
defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince,          
dwc:county and dwc:locality; or dwc:eventDate value is equal to empty or is not             
correctly formatted according to ISO 8601 standard or is not before           
dwc:modified or is not within life span of dwc:collectedBy; or there is not an              
exact match with both dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship       
values with nomenclature authorities or one of their values is empty. Applicable            
to datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
 
Georeference sources: GeoLocate | Land data from Natural Earth | Country           
boundary data from GeoCommunity. 
 
Life span of collectors sources: Harvard List of Botanists | FilteredPush           
Entomologists List. 
 
Nomenclatural authority sources: Catalog of Life | Global Name Resolver |           
Global Name Index | GBIF CheckListBank Backbone | IPNI | Index Fungorum |             
WoRMS. 

 
 

Table T describes two software packages that are capable of performing several            
kinds of measurements, validations and improvements.  

Table T - Mechanisms 

ID Label Description 



m1  FP-AKKA 
Kurator 

Name: FP-AKKA Kurator 
 
Description: This software produces a data quality report on a set           
of natural science collections data. The software examines the         
data records for internal consistency, checks them against        
external services (such as Geolocate), identifies potential       
problems, and where possible, proposes corrections that may be         
applied to the data. 
 
Institution: Kurator Project 
 
URL:  
http://wiki.datakurator.net/web/Kurator  
 
User Documentation:  
http://wiki.datakurator.net/web/User_Documentation  
 
Developer Documentation:  
http://wiki.datakurator.net/web/Developer_Documentation 
 
Source Code: 
https://github.com/kurator-org  

m2  BDQ 
Toolkit 

Name: Biodiversity Data Quality Toolkit 
 
Description: This toolkit provides an Application Programming       
Interface (API) for ad hoc use by applications that are able to            
consume Representational State Transfer (REST) web services.       
This toolkit provides mechanisms to measure and validate DQ of          
both datasets and single records based on the Darwin Core          
standard. 
 
Institution: Biocomp 
 
URL:  
http://toolkit.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3020  
 
SOURCE CODE:  
https://github.com/allankv/bdq-toolkit-case.git  

 
 

2.2. Derived Concepts 
This Subsection describes DQ Solutions concepts instances that are defined by the            

relationships between fundamental concepts instances or other derived concepts instances.          
These relationships define new concepts instances with their own meaning.  

Table U defines the relationship between Specifications and Contextualized         
Dimensions. Each row defines the Specifications that can be used as method to measure a               
specific Contextualized Dimension. Due to the scope delimitation of this proof of concept, the              



cardinality of all of the listed measurement methods is one to one, but in a broader context                 
the cardinality may be one to many.  

Table U - Measurement Methods 

Definition Description 

m(cd ) {s }m 1 =  3  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record Coordinates      
Numerical Precision ( ) can be measured using the  cd1       
Specification .s3  
 

m(cd ) {s }m 2 =  1  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record Coordinates      
Completeness  can be measured using the Specification .s1  

m(cd ) {s }m 3 =  2  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record Coordinates      
Consistency  can be measured using the Specification .s2  

m(cd ) {s }m 4 =  4  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset Coordinates     
Completeness  can be measured using the Specification .s4  

m(cd ) {s }m 5 =  5  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset Coordinates     
Consistency  can be measured using the Specification .s5  

m(cd ) {s }m 6 =  6  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset Coordinates Numerical      
Precision  can be measured using the Specification .s6  

m(cd ) {s }m 7 =  7  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record SciName      
Completeness  can be measured using the Specification .s7  

m(cd ) {s }m 8 =  8  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record SciName      
Accuracy  can be measured using the Specification .s8  

m(cd ) {s }m 9 =  9  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset SciName Completeness      
can be measured using the Specification .s9  

m(cd ) {s }m 10 =  10  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset SciName Accuracy can be        
measured using the Specification .s10  

m(cd ) {s }m 11 =  11  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record Collected Date       
Completeness  can be measured using the Specification .s11  

m(cd ) {s }m 12 =  12  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record Collected Date       
Consistency  can be measured using the Specification .s12  

m(cd ) {s }m 13 =  13  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset Collected Date      
Completeness  can be measured using the Specification .s13  

m(cd ) {s }m 14 =  14  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset Collected Date      
Consistency  can be measured using the Specification .s14  

m(cd ) {s }m 15 =  15  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record Occurrence      
Completeness  can be measured using the Specification .s15  



m(cd ) {s }m 16 =  22  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset Occurrence     
Completeness  can be measured using the Specification .s22  

m(cd ) {s }m 17 =  17  The Contextualized Dimension Single Record Occurrence      
Accuracy  can be measured using the Specification .s17  

m(cd ) {s }m 18 =  19  The Contextualized Dimension Dataset Occurrence Accuracy      
can be measured using the Specification .s19  

 
Table V defines the relationship between Specifications and Contextualized Criteria.          

Each row defines the Specifications that can be used as a method to validate the               
compliance of a specific Contextualized Criterion. Due to the scope delimitation of this proof              
of concept, the cardinality of all of the listed measurement methods is one to one, but in a                  
broader context the cardinality may be one to many.  

Table V - Validation Methods 

Definition Description 

m(cc ) {s }v 1 =  23  The Contextualized Criterion Coordinates Numerical     
Precision must be higher than 4 ( ) can be validated      cc1     
using the Specification .s23  
 

m(cc ) {s }v 2 =  1  The Contextualized Criterion Coordinates must be complete       
can be validated using the Specification .s1  

m(cc ) {s }v 3 =  2  The Contextualized Criterion Coordinates must be      
consistent  can be validated using the Specification .s2  

m(cc ) {s }v 4 =  25  The Contextualized Criterion All records in a Dataset must         
have complete Coordinates can be validated using the        
Specification .s25  

m(cc ) {s }v 5 =  30  The Contextualized Criterion All records in a Dataset must         
have consistent Coordinates can be validated using the        
Specification .s30  

m(cc ) {s }v 6 =  26  The Contextualized Criterion Average value of Coordinates       
Numerical Precision within a Dataset must be       
higher than 4  can be validated using the Specification .s26  

m(cc ) {s }v 7 =  7  The Contextualized Criterion SciName must be complete can be         
validated using the Specification .s7  

m(cc ) {s }v 8 =  8  The Contextualized Criterion SciName must be accurate can be         
validated using the Specification s8  

m(cc ) {s }v 9 =  27  The Contextualized Criterion All records in a Dataset must         
have complete SciName can be validated using the Specification         

.s27  



m(cc ) {s }v 10 =  31  The Contextualized Criterion All records in a Dataset must         
have accurate SciName can be measured using the Specification         
s31  

m(cc ) {s }v 11 =  11  The Contextualized Criterion Collected Date must be       
complete  can be validated using the Specification .s11  

m(cc ) {s }v 12 =  12  The Contextualized Criterion Collected Date must be       
consistent  can be validated using the Specification .s12  

m(cc ) {s }v 13 =  28  The Contextualized Criterion All records in a Dataset must         
have complete Collected Date can be validated using the         
Specification .s28  

m(cc ) {s }v 14 =  32  The Contextualized Criterion All records of Dataset must        
have consistent Collected Date can be validated using the         
Specification .s32  

m(cc ) {s }v 15 =  15  The Contextualized Criterion Occurrence must be complete       
can be validated using the Specification .s15  

m(cc ) {s }v 16 =  29  The Contextualized Criterion All records in a Dataset must         
have Occurrence complete can be validated using the        
Specification .s29  

m(cc ) {s }v 17 =  24  The Contextualized Criterion Collected Date must follow       
ISO 8601 standard format can be validated using the         
Specification .s24  

m(cc ) {s }v 18 =  17  The Contextualized Criterion Occurrence must be accurate       
can be validated using the Specification .s17  

m(cc ) {s }v 19 =  21  The Contextualized Criterion All records in a Dataset must         
have accurate Occurrence can be validated using the        
Specification .s21  

 
 

Table W defines the relationship between Specifications and Contextualized         
Enhancements. Each row defines the Specifications that can be used as methods to             
improve DQ according to a specific Contextualized Enhancements. Due to the scope            
delimitation of this proof of concept, the cardinality of all of the listed measurement methods               
is one to one, but in a broader context the cardinality may be one to many.  

Table W - Improvement Methods 

Definition Description 

m(ce ) {s }i 1 =  18  The Contextualized Enhancement Recommendation of SciName      
based on nomenclature authorities ( ) can be obtained    ce1     
using the Specification .s18  
 



m(ce ) {s }i 2 =  20  The Contextualized Enhancement Recommendation of     
Collected Date based on ISO 8601 standard can be         
obtained using the Specification .s20  

m(ce ) {s }i 3 =  16  The Contextualized Enhancement Recommendation of     
Coordinates based on the associated country,      
state/province, county and locality can be obtained       
using the Specification .s16  

m(ce ) {s }i 4 =  33  The Contextualized Enhancement Accept all recommendations      
for each Single Record in Dataset can be performed using          
the Specification .s33  

m(ce ) {s }i 5 =  34  The Contextualized Enhancement Disregard all records that       
are not compliant with all DQ Criteria can be         
performed using the Specification .s34  

 

Table X defines the relationship between Specifications and Mechanisms. Each row           
defines the Mechanisms that implement a specific Specification. Due to the scope            
delimitation of this proof of concept, the cardinality of all of the listed implementations is one                
to one, but in a broader context the cardinality may be one to many.  

Table X - Implementations 

Definition Description 

(s ) {m }i 1 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  ( ) implements the Specification m2 s1  

(s ) {m }i 2 =  1  FP-Akka Kurator  implements the Specification s2  

(s ) {m }i 3 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification  s3  

(s ) {m }i 4 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification  s4  

(s ) {m }i 5 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification  s5  

(s ) {m }i 6 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification  s6  

(s ) {m }i 7 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification  s7  

(s ) {m }i 8 =  1  FP-Akka Kurator  implements the Specification  s8  

(s ) {m }i 9 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s9  

(s ) {m }i 10 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s10  

(s ) {m }i 11 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s11  

(s ) {m }i 12 =  1  FP-Akka Kurator  implements the Specification s12  

(s ) {m }i 13 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s13  



(s ) {m }i 14 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s14  

(s ) {m }i 15 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s15  

(s ) {m }i 16 =  1  FP-Akka Kurator  implements the Specification s16  

(s ) {m }i 17 =  1  FP-Akka Kurator  implements the Specification s17  

(s ) {m }i 18 =  1  FP-Akka Kurator  implements the Specification s18  

(s ) {m }i 19 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s19  

(s ) {m }i 20 =  1  FP-Akka Kurator  implements the Specification s20  

(s ) {m }i 21 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s21  

(s ) {m }i 22 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s22  

(s ) {m }i 23 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s23  

(s ) {m }i 24 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s24  

(s ) {m }i 25 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s25  

(s ) {m }i 26 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s26  

(s ) {m }i 27 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s27  

(s ) {m }i 28 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s28  

(s ) {m }i 29 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s29  

(s ) {m }i 30 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s30  

(s ) {m }i 31 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s31  

(s ) {m }i 32 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s32  

(s ) {m }i 33 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s33  

(s ) {m }i 34 =  2  BDQ Toolkit  implements the Specification s34  

 

Table Y also defines the relationship between Specifications and Mechanisms. Each           
row defines the Specifications implemented by a specific Mechanism.  

Table Y - Mechanism Coverage 

Definition Description  

c(m ) {s , , , , , }m 1 =  2 s8 s12 s16 s18 s20  FP-Akka Kurator ( ) implements the  m1    
Specifications , , , ,  and .s2 s8 s12 s16 s18 s20  



c(m ) {s , , , , , , , , ,m 2 =  1 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s9 s10 s11  
, , , , , , , , , ,s13 s14 s15 s17 s19 s21 s22 s23 s24 s25  
, , , , , , }s26 s27 s28 s29 s30 s31 s32  

BDQ Toolkit implements the Specifications ,     s1  
, , , , , , , , , , , ,s3  s4  s5  s6   s7   s9   s10   s11   s13   s14  s15  s17   
, , , , , , , , , ,s19  s21  s22  s23  s24  s25  s26  s27  s28  s29  s30  s31  

and .s32  

 

3. DQ Report  
 
DQ Report defines the DQ Measures, DQ Validations and DQ Improvements which            

enable the DQ Assessment and DQ Management of fitness for use of Data Resources              
(datasets or single record). This section presents the DQ Report concepts instances            
generated according to the DQ Solutions and DQ Needs defined in Sections 1 and 2,               
respectively, in order to enable the assessment and management of the fitness for use of a                
dataset and its single records according to the Curation of Biological           
Collections  context. 

For this proof of concept we used a dataset from Arizona State University Hasbrouck               
Insect Collection (http://symbiota4.acis.ufl.edu/scan/portal/collections) to generate the DQ       
Measures, DQ Validations and DQ Improvements, and therefore, perform the DQ           
Assessment and DQ Management by Quality Control and Quality Assurance of the entire             
dataset and its single records. These Data Resources are available in JSON format             
(machine readable) through an API at:      
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer/#!/OrginalData.  

We used two Mechanisms to operate on the Data Resources and generate the             
Assertions assigned to them. The results generated by the Mechanism FP-Akka Kurator are             
available at: http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer/#!/FPAkkaOutput. The results     
generated by the Mechanism BDQ Toolkit are available at:         
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer/#!/BDQToolkitOutput.  

All results generated by this experiment can be consulted through the Loopback API             
Explorer (StrongLoop, 2015) avaliable at: http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer.  
  

3.1. Fundamental Concepts 
This subsection describes the instances of the fundamental concept of the DQ            

Report class, the Data Resource. 
We used a dataset and a single record as examples of Data Resources for              

illustrating the fitness for use assessment and management. They are presented in Table Z.  
 

Table Z - Data Resources  

Definition Variable Value 

< ,dr1 = id1 rt ,2 v1 >  

id1  http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/OrginalData  

rt2  Dataset 

v1  Download at:  
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/OrginalData  



< ,dr2 = id2 rt ,1 v2 >  

id2  555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed 

rt1  Single Record 

v2  

eventDate: 0000-00-00 
municipality: Tijuana Municipality 
oaiid: SCAN.occurrence.925670 
identifiedBy: R.M. Bohart 
georeferenceSources: Google Earth 
geodeticDatum: WGS84 
family: Vespidae 
catalogNumber: ASUHIC0032157 
recordedBy: C. Saheitlin 
stateProvince: Baja California 
year: 1968 
dateIdentified: 1972 
startDayOfYear: 176 
scientificName: Vespula pensylvanica 
georeferenceVerificationStatus: requires verification 
scientificNameAuthorship: Rohwer, 1857 
ownerInstitutionCode: ASU 
taxonID: http://api.gbif.org/v1/species/1311698 
collectionCode: ASUHIC 
modified: 2013-12-05 20:02:40 
country: Mexico 
occurrenceRemarks: no collection date record 
decimalLatitude: 32.507822 
basisOfRecord: PreservedSpecimen 
institutionCode: ASU 
decimalLongitude: -116.975289 
month: 6 
locality: Los Angeles 
day: 24 
georeferencedBy: David Fleming 
id: 555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53ed 

  

3.2. Derived Concepts 
This subsection presents the instances of derived concepts of the DQ Report class,             

the DQ Measures, DQ Validations, DQ Improvement, DQ Assessment, DQ Management by            
Quality Control and Quality Assurance related to the the two Data Resources defined in the               
Table Z. 

 
Table AA presents all the DQ Measures assigned to each Data Resource defined in              

Table Z.  
Table AA - DQ Measures 

Definition DQ Measures 

qm(dr ) < d , , , ,d 1 = { c 4 s4 m2 r >  Contextualized Dimension: Coordinates Completeness 



               d , , , ,< c 6 s6 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 9 s9 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 13 s13 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 16 s22 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 5 s5 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 10 s10 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 14 s14 m2 r >  
               d , , , }< c 18 s19 m2 r >  
 

Specification: Calculate the proportion of records in       
dataset with values (disregarding extra spaces) different to        
zero and different to empty for both dwc:decimalLatitude        
and dwc:decimalLongitude. Applicable to datasets of      
Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 0.9999236815996336 

 
Contextualized Dimension: Coordinates Numerical    
Precision 
Specification: Calculate the mean of the average number        
of characters after "." of dwc:decimalLatitude and       
dwc:decimalLongitude of records of dataset. Applicable to       
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 5.546315729222315 

 
Contextualized Dimension: SciName Completeness 
Specification: Calculate the proportion of records in       
dataset with values (disregarding extra spaces) different to        
empty for both dwc:scientificName and     
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship. Applicable to datasets of     
Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 0.9728115698694956 

 
Contextualized Dimension: Collected Date    
Completeness 
Specification: Calculate the proportion of records in       
dataset that have the dwc:eventDate value (disregarding       
extra spaces) different to empty. Applicable to datasets of         
Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 1 

 
Contextualized Dimension: Occurrence Completeness 
Specification: Calculate the proportion of records with       
values (disregarding extra spaces) for both      
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude that are     
different to zero or empty and values for dwc:eventDate,         
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship that    
are different to empty. Applicable to datasets of Darwin         
Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 0.9727352514691292 

 



 
Contextualized Dimension: Coordinates Consistency 
Specification: Calculate the proportion of records      
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude values    
consistent with coordinates ranges (latitudes range from       
-90 to 90 and longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are            
consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or close enough         
(currently defined as 200 km) from the georeference for         
dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and    
dwc:locality. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based        
records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 0.8898153094711135 

 
Contextualized Dimension: SciName Accuracy 
Specification: Calculate the proportion of records with an        
exact match of both dwc:scientificName and      
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with nomenclatural    
authorities. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based        
records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 0.49282607036556514 

 
Contextualized Dimension: Collected Date Consistency 
Specification: Calculate the proportion of dwc:eventDate      
value records that are correctly formatted according to ISO         
8601 standard and that are before dwc:modified and within         
life span of collector. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core          
based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 0.9670113714416546 

 
Contextualized Dimension: Occurrence Accuracy 
Specification: Calculate the proportion of records in       
dataset with values for dwc:decimalLatitude and      
dwc:decimalLongitude that are consistent with coordinates      
ranges (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and longitudes         
range from -180 to 180) and are consistent with the bounds           
of dwc:country or close enough (currently defined as 200         
km) from the georeference for dwc:country,      
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality and value      
for dwc:eventDate is correctly formatted according to ISO        
8601 standard and is before dwc:modified and within life         
span of dwc:collectedBy and there is an exact match with          
both dwc:scientificName and   



dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with nomenclature    
authorities. Applicable to Darwin Core based single       
records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 0.4286613752575746 

qm(dr ) < d , , , ,d 2 = { c 1 s3 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 2 s1 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 7 s7 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 11 s11 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 15 s15 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 3 s2 m1 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 8 s8 m2 r >  
               d , , , ,< c 12 s12 m1 r >  
               d , , , }< c 17 s17 m1 r >  
 

Contextualized Dimension: Coordinates Numerical    
Precision 
Specification: Calculate the average of the number of        
characters after "." of dwc:decimalLatitude and      
dwc:decimalLongitude. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 6 

 
Contextualized Dimension: Coordinates Completeness 
Specification: Check whether values (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for both dwc:decimalLatitude and      
dwc:decimalLongitude are different of zero and different of        
empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Complete 

 
Contextualized Dimension: SciName Completeness 
Specification: Check whether values (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for both dwc:scientificName and      
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship are different of empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Complete 

 

Contextualized Dimension: Collected Date    
Completeness 
Specification: Check whether value (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for dwc:eventDate is different of empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Complete 

 

Contextualized Dimension: Occurrence Completeness 
Specification: Check whether values (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for both dwc:decimalLatitude and      
dwc:decimalLongitude are different of zero or empty and        
values for dwc:eventDate, dwc:scientificName and     
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship are different of empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Complete 

 

Contextualized Dimension: Coordinates Consistency 



Specification: Check whether dwc:decimalLatitude and     
dwc:decimalLongitude values are consistent with     
coordinates range (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and         
longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are consistent with          
the bounds of dwc:country or close enough (currently        
defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country,         
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Consistent 

 

Contextualized Dimension: SciName Accuracy 
Specification: Check against taxonomic authorities     
whether there is an exact match with both        
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship   
values. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Accurate 

 

Contextualized Dimension: Collected Date Consistency 
Specification: Check whether dwc:eventDate value is      
correctly formatted according to ISO 8601 standard and is         
before dwc:modified and between life span of collector. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Consistent 

 

Contextualized Dimension: Coordinates Accuracy    
Consistency 
Specification: Check whether dwc:decimalLatitude and     
dwc:decimalLongitude values are consistent with     
coordinates range (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and         
longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are consistent with          
the bounds of dwc:country or close enough (currently        
defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country,         
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality and     
whether dwc:eventDate value is correctly formatted      
according to ISO 8601 standard and is before        
dwc:modified and between life span of dwc:colletedBy and        
whether there is an exact match with both        
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship   
values with taxonomic authorities. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Accurate 

 
Table AB presents all the DQ Validations assigned to each Data Resource defined in              

the Table Z.  
 



Table AB - DQ Validations 

Definition DQ Validations 

qv(dr ) < c , , , ,d 1 = { c 4 s25 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 6 s26 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 9 s27 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 13 s28 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 16 s29 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 5 s30 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 10 s31 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 14 s32 m2 r >  
               c , , , }< c 19 s21 m2 r >  
 

Contextualized Criterion: All records in a Dataset must        
have complete Coordinates 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records in dataset         
with values (disregarding extra spaces) different to zero        
and different to empty for both dwc:decimalLatitude and        
dwc:decimalLongitude is equal 100%. Applicable to      
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Average value of Coordinates      
Numerical Precision within a Dataset must be higher than 4 
Specification: Check if the mean of the average of the          
number of characters after "." of dwc:decimalLatitude and        
dwc:decimalLongitude of records of dataset is higher than        
4. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: All records in a Dataset must        
have complete SciName 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records in dataset         
with values (disregarding extra spaces) different to empty        
for both dwc:scientificName and    
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship is equal to 100%. Applicable      
to datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: All records in a Dataset must        
have complete Collected Date 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records in dataset         
with values (disregarding extra spaces) different to empty        
for dwc:eventDate is equal to 100%. Applicable to        
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: All records in a Dataset must        
have Occurrence complete 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records that have         
values (disregarding extra spaces characters) for both       
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude that are     
different to zero or empty and values for dwc:eventDate,         

 



dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship that    
are different to empty is equal 100%. Applicable to         
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: All records in a Dataset must        
have consistent Coordinates 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records       
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude values that     
are consistent with coordinates ranges (latitudes range       
from -90 to 90 and longitudes range from -180 to 180) and            
are consistent with the bounds of dwc:country or close         
enough (currently defined as 200 km) from the        
georeference for dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince,    
dwc:county and dwc:locality is equal 100%. Applicable to        
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: All records in a Dataset must        
have accurate SciName 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records with an         
exact match of both dwc:scientificName and      
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with nomenclature    
authorities is equal 100%. Applicable to datasets of Darwin         
Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: All records of Dataset must       
have consistent Collected Date 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records of        
dwc:eventDate is correctly formatted according to ISO       
8601 standard and is before dwc:modified and within life         
span of collector is equal 100%. Applicable to a dataset of           
Darwin Core records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: All records in a Dataset must        
have accurate Occurrence 
Specification: Check if the proportion of records in dataset         
with values for dwc:decimalLatitude and     
dwc:decimalLongitude that are consistent with coordinates      
ranges (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and longitudes         



range from -180 to 180) and are consistent with the bounds           
of dwc:country or close enough (currently defined as 200         
km) from the georeference for dwc:country,      
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality and value      
for dwc:eventDate is correctly formatted according to ISO        
8601 standard and is before dwc:modified and within life         
span of dwc:collectedBy and there is an exact match with          
both dwc:scientificName and   
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with nomenclature    
authorities is equal 100%. Applicable to Darwin Core based         
single records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

qv(dr ) < c , , , ,d 2 = { c 1 s3 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 2 s1 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 7 s7 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 11 s11 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 15 s15 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 17 s24 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 3 s2 m1 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 8 s8 m2 r >  
               c , , , ,< c 12 s12 m1 r >  
               c , , , }< c 18 s17 m1 r >  
 

Contextualized Criterion: Coordinates Numerical    
Precision must be higher than 4 
Specification: Check whether the average of the number        
of characters after "." of dwc:decimalLatitude and       
dwc:decimalLongitude is higher than 4. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Coordinates must be complete 
Specification: Check whether values (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for both dwc:decimalLatitude and      
dwc:decimalLongitude are different of zero and different of        
empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: SciName must be complete 
Specification: Check whether values (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for both dwc:scientificName and      
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship are different of empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Collected Date must be      
complete 
Specification: Check whether value (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for dwc:eventDate is different of empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Occurrence must be complete 
Specification: Check whether values (disregarding extra      
spaces characters) for both dwc:decimalLatitude and      



dwc:decimalLongitude are different of zero or empty and        
values for dwc:eventDate, dwc:scientificName and     
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship are different of empty. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Collected Date must follow ISO       
8601 standard format 
Specification: Check whether dwc:eventDate is according      
to ISO 8601 standard specification. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Coordinates must be consistent 
Specification: Check whether dwc:decimalLatitude and     
dwc:decimalLongitude values are consistent with     
coordinates range (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and         
longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are consistent with          
the bounds of dwc:country or close enough (currently        
defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country,         
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: SciName must be accurate 
Specification: Check against taxonomic authorities     
whether there is an exact match with both        
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship   
values. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Collected Date must be      
consistent 
Specification: Check whether dwc:eventDate value is      
correctly formatted according to ISO 8601 standard and is         
before dwc:modified and between life span of collector. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 

Contextualized Criterion: Occurrence must be accurate 
Specification: Check whether dwc:decimalLatitude and     
dwc:decimalLongitude values are consistent with     
coordinates range (latitudes range from -90 to 90 and         
longitudes range from -180 to 180) and are consistent with          
the bounds of dwc:country or close enough (currently        



defined as 200 km) from the georeference for dwc:country,         
dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and dwc:locality and     
whether dwc:eventDate value is correctly formatted      
according to ISO 8601 standard and is before dwc:modified         
and between life span of dwc:colletedBy and whether there         
is an exact match with both dwc:scientificName and        
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with taxonomic    
authorities. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: Not Compliant 

 
This table presents all the DQ Improvements assigned to each Data Resource            

defined in the Table Z.  
 

Table AC - DQ Improvement 

Definition DQ Improvements 

qi(dr ) < e , , , ,d 1 = { c 4 s33 m2 r >  
               e , , , }< c 5 s34 m2 r >  

Contextualized Enhancement: Accept all    
recommendations for each Single Record in Dataset 
Specification: For all records in dataset, change values of         
dwc:scientificName and dwc:scientificNameAuthorship to    
the most similar and valid dwc:scientificName and       
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship according to nomenclature    
authorities based on string similarity algorithms and in        
nomenclature rules and conventions; change value of       
dwc:eventDate to an ISO 8601 standardized value based        
on its own value when it is possible to parse value into            
year, month and day or change dwc:eventDate to a date          
obtained from dwc:year, dwc:month, dwc:day and      
dwc:startDayOfYear values; and change values of      
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude values with     
different signs (positive and negative) that is consistent with         
dwc:country or consistent with the georeference of       
dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince, dwc:county and    
dwc:locality. Applicable to datasets of Darwin Core based        
records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportCon
trols  

 

Contextualized Enhancement: Disregard all records that      
are not compliant with all DQ Criteria 
Specification: Disregard records in dataset with      
dwc:decimalLatitude and dwc:decimalLongitude values that     



are both equal to zero or one of them is equal to empty or              
they are not consistent with coordinates ranges (latitudes        
range from -90 to 90 and longitudes range from -180 to           
180) and are not consistent with the bounds of dwc:country          
or not close enough (currently defined as 200 km) from the           
georeference for dwc:country, dwc:stateProvince,    
dwc:county and dwc:locality; or dwc:eventDate value is       
equal to empty or is not correctly formatted according to          
ISO 8601 standard or is not before dwc:modified or is not           
within life span of dwc:collectedBy; or there is not an exact           
match with both dwc:scientificName and     
dwc:scientificNameAuthorship values with nomenclature    
authorities or one of their values is empty. Applicable to          
datasets of Darwin Core based records. 
Mechanism: BDQ Toolkit 
Assertion: 
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportAss
urances  

qi(dr ) < e , , , ,d 2 = { c 1 s18 m1 r >  
               e , , , }< c 2 s20 m1 r >  

Contextualized Enhancement: Recommendation of    
SciName based on nomenclature authorities 
Specification: Recommend the most similar and valid       
Scientific Name and Scientific Name Authorship according       
to taxonomic authorities based on string similarity       
algorithms and in taxonomic rules and conventions. Details        
can be found at:    
http://sourceforge.net/p/filteredpush/svn/HEAD/tree/trunk/F
P-Tools/FP-CurationServices/src/main/java/edu/harvard/mc
z/nametools/. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: scientificName: "Vespula pensylvanica",    
scientificNameAuthorship: "(de Saussure, 1857)" 

 

Contextualized Enhancement: Recommendation of    
Collected Date based on ISO 8601 standard 
Specification: Recommend ISO 8601 standardized value      
for dwc:eventDate based on its own value, changing the         
order of year, month and day whether they can be parsed           
or try to use dwc:year, dwc:month, dwc:day and        
dwc:startDayOfYear values to infer the corresponding      
dwc:evendDate value. 
Mechanism: FP-Akka Kurator 
Assertion: eventDate: "1968-06-24" 

 



3.2.1. DQ Assessment of a Dataset 
 

In order to assess the fitness for use of the dataset according to the DQ Needs           dr1       
defined for Biological Collection Curation , one can use all DQ Measures and DQ             
Validations represented as , presented in the first row of Table   (dr ) dqm (dr ), (dr )}a 1 = {  1 dqv 1         
AA and Table AB, summarized in Table AD and Table AE. With those Assertions,              
associated to the Contextualized Dimension or Contextualized Criterion and the          
Specification and Mechanism used to obtain the DQ Measure or DQ Validation, data users              
are able to assess if the dataset is fit for use in the context of Biological Collection                 
Curation .  

Table AD presents the Contextualized Dimensions with their respective Assertions          
assigned to the Data Resource .dr1  

 
Table AD - Summary of DQ Measures for the Dataset 

Contextualized Dimension DQ Measures for the dr1  

Coordinates Completeness 99.99% 

Coordinates Consistency 88.98% 

Coordinates Precision 5.55 decimals 

Collected Date  
Completeness 

100% 

Collected Date Consistency 96.70% 

SciName Completeness 97.28% 

SciName Accuracy 49.28% 

Occurrence Completeness 97.27% 

Occurrence Accuracy 42.86% 

 
Table AE presents the Contextualized Criteria with their respective Assertions          

assigned to the Data Resource .dr1  
 

Table AE - Summary of DQ Validations for the Dataset 

Contextualized Criterion DQ Validations for the dr1  

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
Coordinates 

Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have consistent   
Coordinates 

Not Compliant 



Average value of   
Coordinates Numerical  
Precision within a Dataset    
must be higher than 4 

Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
Collected Date 

Compliant 

All records of Dataset must     
have consistent Collected   
Date 

Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
SciName 

Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have accurate   
SciName 

Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have Occurrence   
complete 

Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have accurate   
Occurrence 

Not Compliant 

 

3.2.2. DQ Management by Quality Control of a Dataset 
 
In order to manage the fitness for use of the dataset by Quality Control approach           dr1      

according to the DQ Needs defined for Biological Collection Curation , one can            
use the DQ Improvement Accept all recommendations for each Single          
Record in Dataset . The Assertion of this DQ Improvement is a modified with their            dr1    
single records corrected, where there are correction recommendations. 

For performing the Quality Control of the dataset we can use the DQ Improvement              
. This improvement accepts all recommendations for eachqi(dr ) < e , , , }d 1 = { c 4 s33 m2 r >         

single record in the dataset. The result of this improvement is available at:             
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer/#!/DQReportControl.  

Table AF presents a comparison of the DQ Measures of the original and the            r d 1    
improved .r d 1   
 
Table AF - DQ Measures for the Dataset with the Quality Control 

Contextualized Dimension DQ Measure for the    
original dr1  

With the Quality Control 



Coordinates Completeness 99.99% 99.99% 

Coordinates Consistency 88.98% 88.98% 

Coordinates Precision 5.55 decimals 5.55 decimals 

Collected Date  
Completeness 

100% 100% 

Collected Date Consistency 96.70% 97.08% 

SciName Completeness 97.28% 99.60% 

SciName Accuracy 49.28% 70.23% 

Occurrence Completeness 97.27% 99.59% 

Occurrence Accuracy 42.86% 61.84% 
 

Table AG presents a comparison of the DQ Validations of original and the           r d 1    
improved .r d 1   
 
Table AG - DQ Validations for the Dataset with the Quality Control 

Contextualized Criterion DQ Validations for the    
original dr1  

With the Quality Control 

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
Coordinates 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have consistent   
Coordinates 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

Average value of   
Coordinates Numerical  
Precision within a Dataset    
must be higher than 4 

Compliant Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
Collected Date 

Compliant Compliant 

All records of Dataset must     
have consistent Collected   
Date 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
SciName 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 



All records in a Dataset     
must have accurate   
SciName 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have Occurrence   
complete 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have accurate   
Occurrence 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

 

3.2.3. DQ Management by Quality Assurance of Dataset 
 
In order to manage the fitness for use of the dataset by Quality Assurance           dr1     

approach according to the DQ Needs defined for Biological Collection Curation ,           
one can use the DQ Improvement Disregard all records that are not            
compliant with all DQ Criteria . The Assertion of this DQ Improvement is a             
modified  with only compliant single records.dr1  

The result generated by the Quality Assurance improvement is a subset of records of              
that is fit for use in Biological Collection Curation according to the definedr d 1               

DQ Needs. From 52,412 records of the original , the DQ Improvement selected a subset        r d 1        
of 32,385 (61.79%) records that is fit for use in the Biological Collection Curation              
context. 

For performing the Quality Control of the dataset we can use the DQ Improvement              
. This improvement disregards all records that have notqi(dr ) < e , , , }d 1 = { c 5 s34 m2 r >          

complied with all DQ Criteria. The result of this improvement is available at:             
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/explorer/#!/DQReportAssurance.  

Table AH presents a comparison of the DQ Measures of the original , the            r d 1   
improved  with the Quality Control and the improved  with the Quality Assurance.r d 1 r d 1  

 
Table AH - DQ Measures for the Dataset with the Quality Assurance 

Contextualized 
Dimension 

DQ Measure for   
the original dr1  

With the Quality   
Control 

With the Quality   
Assurance  

Coordinates 
Completeness 

99.99% 99.99% 100% 

Coordinates Consistency 88.98% 88.98% 100% 

Coordinates Precision 5.55 decimals 5.55 decimals 5.89 decimals 

Collected Date  
Completeness 

100% 100% 100% 

Collected Date  96.70% 97.08% 100% 



Consistency 

SciName Completeness 97.28% 99.60% 100% 

SciName Accuracy 49.28% 70.23% 100% 

Occurrence 
Completeness 

97.27% 99.59% 100% 

Occurrence Accuracy 42.86% 61.84% 100% 

 
Table AI presents a comparison of the DQ Validations of the original , the            r d 1   

improved  with the Quality Control and the improved  with the Quality Assurance.r d 1 r d 1   
 

Table AI - DQ Validations for the Dataset with the Quality Assurance 

Contextualized Criterion DQ Validations  
for the original   
dr1  

With the Quality   
Control 

With the Quality   
Assurance  

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
Coordinates 

Not Compliant Not Compliant Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have consistent   
Coordinates 

Not Compliant Not Compliant Compliant 

Average value of   
Coordinates Numerical  
Precision within a Dataset    
must be higher than 4 

Compliant Compliant Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
Collected Date 

Compliant Compliant Compliant 

All records of Dataset must     
have consistent Collected   
Date 

Not Compliant Not Compliant Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have complete   
SciName 

Not Compliant Not Compliant Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have accurate   
SciName 

Not Compliant Not Compliant Compliant 



All records in a Dataset     
must have Occurrence   
complete 

Not Compliant Not Compliant Compliant 

All records in a Dataset     
must have accurate   
Occurrence 

Not Compliant Not Compliant Compliant 

 

3.2.4. DQ Assessment of Single Record 
 

In order to assess the fitness for use of the single record according to the DQ            dr2      
Needs defined for Biological Collection Curation , one can use all DQ Measures            
and DQ Validations represented as , presented in the second     (dr ) dqm (dr ), (dr )}a 2 = {  2 dqv 2      
row of Table AA and Table AB, summarized in Table AL and Table AM. With those                
Assertions, associated to the Contextualized Dimension or Contextualized Criterion and the           
Specification and Mechanism used to obtain the DQ Measure or DQ Validation, data users              
are able to assess if the single record is fit for use in the context of Biological                 
Collection Curation .  

Table AJ presents the Contextualized Dimensions with their respective Assertions          
assigned to the Data Resource .dr2   

 
Table AJ - Summary of DQ Measures for the Single Record 

Contextualized Dimension DQ Measure for the dr2  

Coordinates Completeness Complete 

Coordinates Consistency Not Consistent 

Coordinates Precision 6 decimals 

Collected Date  
Completeness 

Complete 

Collected Date Consistency Not Consistent 

SciName Completeness Complete 

SciName Accuracy Not Accurate 

Occurrence Completeness Complete 

Occurrence Accuracy Not Accurate 

 
Table AK presents the Contextualized Criteria with their respective Assertions          

assigned to the Data Resource .dr2   
 

Table AK - Summary of DQ Validations for the Single Record 



Contextualized Criterion DQ Validations for the dr2  

Coordinates must be   
complete 

Compliant 

Coordinates must be   
consistent 

Not Compliant 

Coordinates Numerical  
Precision must be higher    
than 4 

Compliant 

Collected Date must be    
complete 

Compliant 

Collected Date must be    
consistent 

Not Compliant 

SciName must be complete Compliant 

SciName must be accurate Not Compliant 

Occurrence must be   
complete 

Compliant 

Occurrence must be   
accurate 

Not Compliant 

Collected Date must follow    
ISO 8601 standard format 

Not Compliant 

 

3.2.5. DQ Management by Quality Control of a Single Record 
 
In order to manage the fitness for use of the single record by Quality Control            dr2     

approach according to the DQ Needs defined for Biological Collection Curation ,           
one can use the DQ Improvements. The Assertion of this DQ Improvement is a modified               dr1  
with their single records corrected, where there are correction recommendations. 

For performing the Quality Control of the single record we can use the DQ         r d 1       
Improvements Recommendation of SciName based on nomenclature       
authorities and Recommendation of Collected Date based on ISO 8601          
standard . These DQ Improvements recommend a SciName based on nomenclatural          
authorities and a Collected Date based on ISO 8601 standard for the single record .              r d 2  
The result of this DQ Improvement is available at:         
http://case.bdq.biocomp.org.br:3010/api/v1.0/DQReportControls/555f7b8ed53d8661fd3f53e
d.  

Table AL presents a comparison of the DQ Measures of the original and the            r d 2    
improved .r d 2   

 



Table AL - DQ Measures for the Single Record with the Quality Control 

Dimension Measure for the   
original dr2  

With the Quality Control 

Coordinates Completeness Complete Complete 

Coordinates Consistency Not Consistent Not Consistent 

Coordinates Precision 6 decimals 6 decimals 

Collected Date  
Completeness 

Complete Complete 

Collected Date Consistency Not Consistent Consistent 

SciName Completeness Complete Complete 

SciName Accuracy Not Accurate Accurate 

Occurrence Completeness Complete Complete 

Occurrence Accuracy Not Accurate Not Accurate 

 
Table AM presents a comparison of the DQ Validations of the original and the            r d 2    

improved .r d 2   
 

Table AM - DQ Validations for the Single Record with the Quality Control 

Contextualized Criterion Validations of original   
dr2  

Quality Control 

Coordinates must be   
complete 

Compliant Compliant 

Coordinates must be   
consistent 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

Coordinates Numerical  
Precision must be higher    
than 4 

Compliant Compliant 

Collected Date must be    
complete 

Compliant Compliant 

Collected Date must be    
consistent 

Not Compliant Compliant 

SciName must be complete Compliant Compliant 

SciName must be accurate Not Compliant Compliant 

Occurrence must be   Compliant Compliant 



complete 

Occurrence must be   
accurate 

Not Compliant Not Compliant 

Collected Date must follow    
ISO 8601 standard format 

Not Compliant Compliant 
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APPENDIX C – List of Activities Related to
the Problem Domain Study

Next is presented a short list of activities that helped to better understand the problem
domain.

• Participation and talks in the TDWG (Biodiversity Information Standards) con-
ferences, one of the most important forum which aims to discuss standards related to
biodiversity data; partial results of this research were presented and discussed in the 2012
(Beijing, China), 2013 (Florence, Italy) and 2014 (Jönköping, Sweden) annual editions;

• Participation and invited talk in the III Conferência Internacional em Qualidade
da Informação in 2012 (São Paulo);

• Participation at the Quality Information Brasil (QIBRAS) Training, given by Dr.
Richard Wang, professor expert in DQ of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in
2012 (São Paulo, POLI/USP);

• Participation and talk in the 8 th International Conference on Ecological Infor-
matics in 2012 (Brasília);

• Participation and invited talk in the Programa de Tutoria de Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (GBIF) - Proyecto Australia - Costa Rica. II Taller: Her-
ramientas para la administración, divulgación y uso de información en biodiversidad in
2013 (San José, Costa Rica);

• Organization and invited talk in the Workshop de Integração de Sistemas e Banco
de Dados and Capacitação para Integração de Sistemas de Informação e Ban-
cos de Dados de Biodiversidade do Instituto Chico Mendes de Conservação da
Biodiversidade (ICMBio) and Ministério do Meio Ambiente (MMA) in 2013;

• Participation in the Meta-Analysis of Pollination Deficits Workshop of the Global
Environment Facility (GEF), United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations (UN) in 2013 (São Paulo,
POLI/USP);

• Participation and invited talk in the I and II Workshop sobre ferramentas com-
putacionais para estudos palinológicos of the Redes de Catálogos Polínicos
online (RCPol) in 2013 (São Paulo, POLI/USP) and 2016 (São Paulo, Bayer: Brasil),
respectively;
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• Participation and talk in the IV Workshop do Sistema de Informação sobre a
Biodiversidade Brasileira (SiBBr) in 2014 (Petropolis, Laboratório Nacional de Com-
poutação Científica);

• Participation and talk in the Taller Calidad de Datos: Mejorando los primarios
sobre biodiversidad in 2014 (Bogota, Colombia);

• Talk and discussion of the partial result of this research in a meeting with staff of
GBIF Secretariat in 2014 (Copenhagen, Denmark);

• Creation and participation of the TDWG/GBIF Data Quality Interest Group in
2014;

• Creation and leading the Task Group on Framework on Data Quality of the
TDWG/GBIF Data Quality Interest Group in 2015;

• Interchange in the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard University be-
tween August 2015 and February 2016, leading a study case to evaluate the conceptual
framework (Cambridge, USA);

• Talk in the Regional capacity enhancement by setting up Uruguay’s data por-
tal of GBIF Capacity Enhancement Support Programme in 2016 (Montevideo,
Uruguay);

• Organization and talk in the Biodiversity Data Quality Symposium: Developing a
Common Framework to Improve Fitness for Use of Biodiversity Data in 2016
(São Paulo, FAPESP);

• Organization and talks in the Biodiversity Data Quality Workshop: Developing a
Common Framework to Improve Fitness for Use of Biodiversity Data during
three days in 2016 (São Paulo, POLI/USP).
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